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Investigation of the effect of large-scale shell asymmetry
on Iskra-5 target operation

S. A. Bel’kov, A. V. Bessarab, O. A. Vinokurov, V. A. Ga dash,
N. V. Zhidkov, V. M. Izgorodin, G. A. Kirillov, G. G. Kochemasov,
A. V. Kunin, D. N. Litvin, V. M. Murugov, L. S. Mkhitar’yan, S. I. Petrov,
A. V. Pinegin, V. T. Punin, N. A. Suslov, and V. A. Tokarev
All-Russia Scientific-Research Institute of Experimental Physics Russian Federal Cen
607190 Sarov, Nizhegorod Region, Russia

~Submitted 5 January 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 3, 161–165~10 February 1998!

Experiments designed to investigate the effect of a controlled large-
scale asymmetry of a shell containing deuterium-tritium fuel on the
shell compression and neutron production under indirect~x-ray! action
are performed on the Iskra-5 laser fusion device. The uniformity of the
x radiation near the target is not worse than 3%, and the shell asym-
metry is varied from 30 to 100%. The observed decrease of the experi-
mental neutron yield as compared with experiments using symmetric
targets is in satisfactory agreement with two-dimensional calculations.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00103-0#

PACS numbers: 28.52.Cx, 52.58.Ns

Experiments performed on the Iskra-5 laser device to study the compressio
heating of deuterium-tritium~DT! fuel by x rays generated inside a spherical conve
cavity showed that the target operation is highly stable and that the results obtain
highly reproducible1–3 ~see also Table I below!. The multiple re-reflection of laser radia
tion and x rays that occurs in the cavity symmetrizes the x-ray flux incident on the ce
capsule holding DT gas. This symmetrization is especially noticeable when the ca
diameter�sh is much smaller than the converter diameter�box. Calculations show tha
for �sh/�box50.14 the characteristic degree of nonuniformity of the irradiation is>3%
~Ref. 2!. This is confirmed by the experimentally observed high symmetry of the ‘‘glo
of the compressed glass capsule in the intrinsic x radiation detected with a pi
camera. An indirect proof of the comparatively high symmetry is provided by the ag
ment between the computed and measured neutron yields with the working vo
compression~at the moment of neutron production! varying from>102 to 23103 ~Ref.
2!.

The results obtained have stimulated experiments with controlled asymmet
shells containing DT fuel. Asymmetry is obtained by depositing an additional laye
matter on one of the hemispheres of the sphere~see Fig. 1!. The main question addresse
in the experiment was to determine the degree of asymmetry for which the experim
neutron yield would be markedly different from that obtained in a one-dimensional
culation and from that obtained in experiments with a spherically symmetric shell
1710021-3640/98/67(3)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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sessing the same mass as the asymmetric shell. Moreover, it was of interest to det
experimentally the degree of deformation of the heated and compressed capsule a
ing to the image obtained with a pinhole camera. Experimental data obtained in a
of seven experiments are presented below.

The target was similar to the inverted-corona targets4 and consisted of a thin-walled
spherical copper shell 2 mm in diameter, with six openings, 0.4–0.6 mm in diamete
introducing the laser beams. The inner surface of the shell was coated with a layer o
approximately 1mm thick, and the outer surface was coated with a layer of bism
0.1–0.3mm thick. A glass microsphere filled with a DT gaseous mixture at a pres
PDT was located at the center. To obtain microsphere thicknesses greater thanmm,
special technologies were used to deposit different substances, such as polyparax
~CH!, magnesium, or a glass analog~SiO2), on its surface.

TABLE I. Parameters of asymmetric capsules and the main experimental results.

Capsule parameters Experimental results

Experiment
No.

Dh ,
mm

�sh,
m

dsh,
mm

dl,
m

PDT ,
atm

EL ,
kJ

N,
109

T,
keV

�min ,
mm

tgg ,
ns

1 0.6 270 4.9 5 7 8.6 0.77 2.3 – 0.45
2 0.6 273 5.1 9.5 8 9.0 0.77 1.7 – –
3 0.6 290 5.1 10.5 7.5 7.2 2.8 2.0 70 0.4
4 0.4 272 7.1 10.5 16 8.4 3.8 1.8 60 0.4
5 0.4 301 9.4 10.5 12 8.4 2.7 1.9 78364 0.55
6 0.4 287 16 18 20 8.5 0.1 – – –
7 0.4 301 10 101

11.5
14 8.3 0.55 – 55 –

Note: Dh is the diameter of the opening for introducing the laser radiation;�sh anddsh are the diameter and
thickness of the glass microsphere;dl is the thickness of the magnesium coating;PDT is the DT gas pressure
EL is the energy of the laser radiation introduced into the interaction chamber;N is the neutron yield;TDT is the
DT fuel temperature;�min is the diameter of the compressed region according to the pinhole photographtgg

is the compression time of the shell~time interval between the x-ray pulses generated at the wall of the ja
and in the collapse of the shell!. In the experiment marked with an asterisk the target possessed bila
symmetry.

FIG. 1. Diagram of asymmetric capsule.
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The target was irradiated by 12 laser beams (l51.315 mm) with a duration of
0.3560.05 ns. The total energy introduced into the interaction chamber was 5.5–
~power 15–20 TW!. A system of diagnostic apparatus,3 including x-ray, corpuscular
~neutron!, and optical diagnostics, was used. The basic experimental results are pres
in Table I.

The integrated neutron yield was measured by a complex of techniques based o
activation of copper and indium and by the long-counting method. The neutron spec
and then the temperatures of the DT ions were determined by the time-of-flight me
using two channels with base linesL151249 cm andL251676 cm. The time intervaltgg

between the start of the x-ray pulse generated at the surface of the jacket~during the
action of the laser radiation! and the start of the x-ray pulse generated during the collap
of the capsule holding the DT gas was determined by detecting the x radiation with
x-ray image tube operating in a mode providing spatial resolution in a definite spec
interval (hn̄>2.5 keV!. The signals corresponding to the two indicated pulses we
detected through different input openings~see Fig. 2!. The diameter of the compressed
core was determined with a pinhole camera. Substructure can be seen in the images
glow of the compressed core, though appreciable shape asymmetry was observed o
experiment No. 4. The results of the measurements of the spectral fluxes of x
emanating from the jacket show that under our experimental conditions the effec
temperature of the soft (hn<1.5 keV! x rays isTeff;160615 eV.5

The results obtained on the neutron yieldN can be systematized by a generalizatio
of the scaling relation that is well obeyed in the case of spherically symmetric sh
holding DT gas~Fig. 3!:

N;m4/3M2/3f ~Eg /MS!. ~1!

FIG. 2. Image from x-ray image tube~left! and traces of two cross sections~right! from experiment No. 3.
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Here m is the mass of the DT gas,M and MS are the masses of the shell and
symmetric part~without the magnesium layer!, Eg is the energy of the x rays in the cavit
~the values ofEg in Fig. 3 include an allowance for a model-based estimate of the en
losses to fast ions!. The figure supplemented with data from experiments performed
spherical shells. One can see that forEg /MS>1.5 ~arbitrary units! the neutron yield is
virtually ~to within a factor of 2! independent ofEg /MS , a circumstance that corre
sponds to a regime with a completely heated shell. For spherically symmetric s
;280 mm in diameter, the heated thickness equals;7 mm. All shells with Eg /MS

>1.5 are characterized by the same specific energy deposition, corresponding to h
of the shell to a temperature of;160 eV. ForEg /MS,1.5 an ablation regime is
realized, and the specific energy deposition and the normalized neutron yield decr

It is also evident that the behavior of asymmetric targets is qualitatively simila
that of symmetric targets, the neutron yield being lower in absolute magnitude by a
of ;2 for Eg /MS>1.5 and;4 for Eg /MS;0.5. Thus the sensitivity to asymmetry
lower in the imploding shell regime. This is natural. The reason for the insensitivity
be explained as follows. The effective solid angle occupied by the layer of Mg co
equals;1/4 of the total solid angle. In experiments Nos. 1–3 the glass is;5 mm thick
and is heated completely through~from the open side!. The energy stored in the x
radiation is sufficient under these conditions to heat from within another;(1.5—2! mm
of the glass located beneath the Mg layer. Ultimately, a part of the shell with thick
equal to approximately half the thickness of the shell (;2.5 mm) flies into the target
from the uncoated side of the target; for the side coated with Mg the correspon
thickness equals;2 mm. The difference is not so large as to decrease the numbe
neutrons substantially. Two-dimensional calculations performed with the MIMOZA
gram on the assumption of uniform heating showed that the neutron yield decreas
approximately a factor of 2, in accordance with experiment.

The data on the collapse timetgg ~Fig. 4! are also in agreement with the idea
developed. One can see~though less clearly, becausetgg is determined with a lower
accuracy60.05 ns! that forEg /MS>1.5 the collapse timetgg;0.3–0.4 ns for symmet-
ric shells andtgg;0.4–0.45 ns for asymmetric shells. The timetgg increases for

FIG. 3. Normalized neutron yield versus specific energy deposition in experiments with symmetric (s) and
asymmetric (n—unilateral asymmetry,L—bilateral asymmetry! central capsules.
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Eg /MS<1.5. The velocity of convergence of the gas-glass boundary can also be
mated from the value oftgg asV;(1.523.5)3107 cm/s, in agreement with the resul
of one-dimensional calculations.2

In summary, we have performed successful experiments to investigate the ope
of the Iskra-5 device using asymmetric shells with an irradiation asymmetry<3%. We
have found that with;50% shell asymmetry the neutron yield is lower by a factor
;2 –4 than in the symmetric case; this yields information about the mechanism
degree of heating of the shells.

This work was supported by the State Committee of the Russian Federatio
Science and Technologies at the Iskra-5 Laser Fusion Device~registration number 01-
50!.
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FIG. 4. Collapse timetgg versus specific energy deposition in experiments with symmetric (s) and asymmet-
ric (n) central capsules.
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The conformal anomaly associated with an operator
product acting in rank 1 symmetric spaces
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The conformal anomaly and a contribution to the one-loop effective
action associated with the product^ pLp of the Laplace operatorsLp ,
p51,2 acting in irreducible rank 1 symmetric spaces are calculated.
The explicit form of the zeta functions and the conformal anomaly of
the stress-energy momentum tensor is derived. ©1998 American In-
stitute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00203-5#

PACS numbers: 11.25.Hf, 02.30.Tb, 02.30.Jr

1. It is known that the anomaly associated with multiplicative properties of regu
ized determinants of~pseudo!differential operators can be expressed by means of
noncommutative residue, the Wodzicki residue1 ~see also Refs. 2 and 3!. The Wodzicki
residue, which is the unique extension of the Dixmier trace to the wider clas
~pseudo!differential operators,4,5 has been considered within the noncommutative g
metrical approach to the standard model of the electroweak interactions6–11 and the
Yang–Mills action functional. Some recent papers along these lines can be found in
12–14. The product of two~or more! differential operators of the Laplace type can ar
in higher-derivative field theories~for example, in higher-derivative quantum
gravity15,16!. The partition function corresponding to the product of two elliptic seco
order differential operators for the simplestO(2) invariant model of self-interacting
charged fields inR4 ~Ref. 17! has been derived recently in Ref. 18.

Note also that the conformal deformations of a metric and the corresponding
formal anomaly can play an important role in quantum theories with higher derivat
In fact evaluation of the conformal anomaly is actually possible only for ev
dimensional spaces, and up to now its computation has been extremely involved
general structure of such anomaly in curvedd-dimensional spaces (d even! has been
studied in Ref. 19. Analysis related to this phenomenon for constant-curvature spac
be briefly mentioned below. The conformal anomaly calculation for ad-dimensional
sphere can be found in Refs. 20 and 21. The explicit computation of the anomaly~of the
1760021-3640/98/67(3)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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stress-energy tensor! for scalar and spinor quantum fields ind-dimensional compac
hyperbolic spaces has been carried out in Ref. 22~see also Refs. 23 and 24! using
zeta-function regularization and the Selberg trace formula techniques.

2. The purpose of this letter is to analyze a contribution to the effective action~in
general form! and the conformal anomaly associated with the product^ pLp , where
Lp , p51,2, are the Laplace operators acting in general rank 1 symmetric space
shall be working with irreducible rank 1 symmetric spacesM[X5G/K of noncompact
type. ThusG will be a connected noncompact simple split rank 1 Lie group with fin
center andK,G a maximal compact subgroup. The following representations ofX up to
local isomorphism can be chosen

X5F SO1~n,1!/SO~n! ~ I!

SU~n,1!/U~n! ~ II !

SP~n,1!/~SP~n! ^ SP~1!! ~ III !

F4~220! /Spin~9! ~ IV !

G , ~1!

wheren>2, andF4(220) is the unique real form ofF4 ~with Dynkin diagrams2s

5s2s) for which the character (dimX2dimK) assumes a value of220 ~Ref. 25!. We
assume that ifG1 or G25SO(m,1) or SU(q,1), thenm is even andq is odd.

We shall need further a suitable regularization of the determinant of an ell
differential operator, and shall make the choice of zeta-function regularization. The
tral zeta function associated with the product^Lp has the form

z~su ^ pLp!5(
j >0

nj)
p

2

~l j1bp!2s, ~2!

where$l l% l 50
` is the set of eigenvalues of the Laplace operatorL, while nl(x) denote the

multiplicity of l l ; Lp[L1bp , andbp are arbitrary constants. We shall always assu
that b1Þb2, sayb1.b2. If b15b2 thenz(su ^Lp)5z(2suL) is a well-known function.

For Res.d/4 the explicit meromorphic continuation holds:26

z~su ^ pLp!5A (
j 50

d/221

a2 j~Fj~s!2Ej~s!!1I~s!, ~3!

where

Ej~s!54E
0

` drr 2 j 11

11e2a~G!r )
p

~r 21Bp!2s, ~4!

which is an entire function ofs, and

Fj~s!5~B1B2!2s

3
j ! ~2B1B2 /B11B2! j 11F~ j 11/2 ,j 12/2 ;s1 1/2 ;~B12B2 /B11B2!2!

~2s21!~2s22! . . . ~2s2~ j 11!!
, ~5!

I~s!5~b12b2!1/22s
Ap

G~s!
E

0

`

dtu~ t !I s21/2S b12b2

2
t D ts21/2. ~6!
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In Eqs. ~3!–~6! Bp5r0
21bp , r05(n21)/2, n, 2n11, and 11, respectively, in case

~I!–~IV ! in Eq. ~1!, F(a,b;g;z) is the hypergeometric function,I n(z) are the Besse
functions,u(t) is an entire function oft, andA is some constant~for more details see
Ref. 26!. The suitable Harish–Chandra–Plancherel measure is given as follows:

uC~r !u225CGprP~r !tanh~a~G!r !5CGp (
l 50

d/221

a2l r
2l 11tanh~a~G!r !, ~7!

where

a~G!5F p for G5SO1~2n,1!

p

2
for G5SU~q,1!, q odd

or G5SP~m,1!, F4~220!

G , ~8!

while CG is some constant depending onG, and where theP(r ) are even polynomials
~with suitable coefficientsa2l) of degreed22 for GÞSO(2n11,1), and of degreed
2152n for G5SO1(2n11,1) ~Refs. 24 and 27!.

The goal now is to compute the zeta functionz(su ^ pLp) and its derivative ats
50. Thus we have

z~0u ^ pLp!5A (
j 50

d/221
~21! j 11

2~ j 11!
a2 j H(

l

2

Bl
j 111~22222 j !F p

a~G!G
2 j 12

B2 j 12J , ~9!

z8~0u ^ pLp!5A (
j 50

d/221

a2 j (
l

4

El , ~10!

where

E15 j ! ~B1
j 111B2

j 11! (
k50

j
~21!k11

k! ~ j 2k!! ~ j 112k!!
, ~11!

E25B2
j 11S B12B2

2B1
D ~21! j

~ j 11!!
(
k51

`
~ j 1k11!!

~k11!!
skS B12B2

B1
D k

, ~12!

E35 log~B1B2!
~21! j

2~ j 11!
~B1

j 111B2
j 11!24E

0

` drr 2 j 11log~r 21B1 /r 21B2!

11e2a~G!r
, ~13!

E4[I8~s50!, ~14!

andsk5(k51
n k21.

3. After a standard functional integration in scalar theory the contribution to
Euclidean one-loop effective action can be written as follows

W~1!5
1

2
log det~ ^ pLp /m2!52

1

2
@z8~0u ^ pLp!1 log m2z~0u ^ pLp!#, ~15!

wherem2 is a normalization parameter. As a result we have
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W~1!52
1

2
A (

j 50

d/221

a2 jF(
l

4

El1 log m2~Fj~0!2Ej~0!!G , ~16!

where

Fj~0!5
~21! j 11

2~ j 11!
(

l

2

Bl
j 11 , ~17!

Ej~0!5
~21! j

j 11
~12222 j 21!F p

a~G!G
2 j 12

B2 j 12 , ~18!

I(0)50, andB2n are the Bernoulli numbers.

4. In this section we start with a conformal deformation of a~pseudo-!Riemannian
metric and the conformal anomaly of the energy stress tensor. For constant con
deformations the variation of the connected vacuum functional~effective action! can be
expressed in terms of the generalized zeta function related to an elliptic self-a
operatorO ~Ref. 15!:

dW52z~0uO!log m25E
M

dx^Tmn~x!&dgmn~x!, ~19!

where ^Tmn(x)& means that all connected vacuum graphs of the stress-energy t
Tmn(x) are to be included. Therefore the Eq.~19! leads to

^Tm
m~x!&5~ VolM !21z~0uO!. ~20!

In the case of sphereSd of unit radius we have for example ( VolSd)52p (d11)/2/G((d
11)/2), while the Eq.~3! givesACG5(VolM )@(4p)d/2G(d/2)#21 ~see Ref. 24 for de-
tails!. As a result we have (VolM )5A(4p)d/2G(d/2).

Formulas~3!, ~17!, and ~18! give an explicit result for the conformal anomal
namely

^Tm
m~x!&~O5 ^Lp!5

1

~4p!d/2G~d/2!
(
j 50

d/221
~21! j 11

2~ j 11!
a2 j

3H(
l

2

Bl
j 111~22222 j !F p

a~G!G
2 j 12

B2 j 12J , ~21!

whered is even.

For B15B25B the anomaly~21! is associated with Laplace operatorL5L1b and
has the form

^Tm
m~x!&5

1

~4p!d/2G~d/2!
(
j 50

d
2 21

~21! j 11

2~ j 11!
a2 j H Bj 111~22222 j !F p

a~G!G
2 j 12

B2 j 12J .

~22!

Note thatB5r0
21m2 for a minimally coupled scalar field of massm.
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The simplest case is, for example,G5SO1(2,1).SL(2,R); besides,X5H2 is a
two-dimensional real hyperbolic space. Then we haver0

251/4, a2051, CG51, a(G)
5p, uC(r )u225pr tanh(pr), and finally^Tm

n (xPH2)&52(b11/3)/(4p).

For a reald-dimensional hyperbolic spaceCG5@2d22G(d/2)#22, while the scalar
curvature isR(x)52d(d21). For the conformally invariant scalar field we haveB
5r0

21R(x)(d22)/@4(d21)#. As a consequence,B15B2 for all constant-curvature
spaces; for hyperbolic spaces,B51/4 and

^Tm
m~xPHd!&5

1

~4p!d/2G~d/2!
(
j 50

d/221
~21! j 11

j 11
a2 j$2

22 j 221~12222 j 21!B2 j 12%.

~23!

Thus in conformally invariant scalar theory the anomaly of the stress tensor coin
with one associated with operator product. This statement holds not only for the h
bolic spaces considered above but for all constant-curvature manifolds as well.

5. In this paper the one-loop contribution to the effective action~16! and the con-
formal anomaly of the stress-energy momentum tensor~21! related to the operator prod
uct have been evaluated explicitly. In addition we have considered the product^ pLp of
Laplace operatorsLp acting in irreducible rank 1 symmetric spaces. As an example,
conformal anomaly has been computed for reald-dimensional hyperbolic spaces.

We have shown that for the class of constant-curvature manifolds the confo
anomalies associated with the Laplace-type operatorL and the product̂ pLp coincide.
Our formulas can be generalized to the case of transverse and traceless tensor fie
spinors in real hyperbolic spaces~see, for example, Refs. 28–30!. Indeed in the case o
the spin-1 field~vector field theory!, for instance, we should call attention to the fact th
the Hodge–de Rham operator2(dd1dd) acting on co-exact one-forms corresponds
the mass operator (L1d21)gmn(x). The eigenvalues of this operator arel l1(r0

21)2, and for the Proca field of massm we haveB5(r021)21m2. Finally, we have
also computed the anomaly in a simple situation, namely for conformally invariant s
fields. Our result~23! coincides with the quantum correction reported in Ref. 22
compact hyperbolic spaces. The conformal anomaly of dilaton-coupled matter in
dimensions has been calculated recently.31,32 It would be of great interest to generaliz
our results to the dilaton-dependent trace anomaly.

An extension of the above evaluation of the effective action and the confo
anomaly for higher spin fields seems to us certainly feasible. Analysis of the multip
tive properties of Laplace type operators and related zeta functions will be interest
view of future applications to concrete problems in quantum field theory and for m
ematical applications as well.

A. A. Bytsenko wishes to thank CNPq and the Department of Physics of Lond
University for financial support and kind hospitality. The research of A. A. Bytsenko
supported in part by Russian Fund for Fundamental Research Grant 98-02-18380
by Russian Universities Grant 6-18-1997.
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Spin susceptibility of neutron-irradiation-disordered
YBa2Cu3O6.9 in the normal and superconducting states

A. V. Anan’ev,a) Yu. I. Zhdanov, A. P. Gerashchenko, K. N. Mikhalev,
S. V. Verkhovski , E. Yu. Medvedev, K. A. Okulova, N. I. Chebotaev,
and V. N. Goshchitski 
Institute of Metal Physics, Urals Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, 62021
Ekaterinburg, Russia

~Submitted 8 January 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 3, 172–177~10 February 1998!

The spin-spin relaxation rate63T2
21 of 63Cu nuclei in CuO2 layers is

measured in the normal and superconducting states of the compound
YBa2Cu3O6.9 (Tc

onset594 K! subjected to radiation-induced disordering
by a fast-neutron fluxF to Tc

onset568 K (F5731018 cm22) and
Tc

onset,4 K (F51231018 cm22). It is found that as the structural
disorder increases, the contribution of the indirect spin-spin interaction
63T2G

21 , which is related to the value of the spin susceptibility at the
boundary of the Brillouin zone of the copper planesxs(q
5$p/a;p/a%), decreases slightly at the transition to the superconduct-
ing state for the initial sample and remains unchanged for the weakly
disordered sample. This behavior of the short-wavelength contribution
to the spin susceptibility attests to the stability of thex22y2 symmetry
of the energy gap against structural disorder, in accordance with pro-
posed theoretical models of Cooper pairing for high-Tc cuprates.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00303-X#

PACS numbers: 61.80.Hg, 76.60.Es, 74.72.Bk, 74.25.Nf

The question of the symmetry of the superconducting order parameter—the e
gapD(q)—in high-Tc superconducting cuprates is being widely discussed in connec
with a possible important role of antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations in the formatio
the ground state of the conduction band. Using the random-phase approximation~RPA!
in a two-dimensional Hubbard model, Bulut and Scalapino1 showed that the nonloca
spin susceptibilityxs(q), which is enhanced at the boundary of the Brillouin zone of
CuO2 layer, behaves differently for the isotropics-type (D(q)5const! and anisotropic
dx22y2-type (D(q);(cos(q–x)2cos(q–y)) superconducting pairings. For the tradition
isotropic gap,xs(Q5$p/a;p/a%) approaches zero at temperaturesT!Tc , while for the
case ofx22y2 symmetry the spin susceptibilityxs(q>Q) near the antiferromagneti
ordering vector decreases only very little in the superconducting state. Discussin
nonphoton channel for superconducting pairing on antiferromagnetic spin fluctuatio
the ‘‘nearly antiferromagnetic Fermi liquid’’~NAFL! model, the authors of Refs. 2 and
arrived at a similar conclusion. Using the BCS expression forD(T), Ito4 investigated in
the NAFL model the temperature dependence of the spatial dispersionxs(q) and discov-
1820021-3640/98/67(3)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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ered that agreement between the computational and experimental result
YBa2Cu3O6.98 (Tc594 K! is observed only in the case ofx22y2 symmetry of the
superconducting order parameter.5,6 Since superconductivity in cuprates arises near
metal-insulator transition, the question of the evolution of the symmetry of the supe
ducting gap in the development of structural disorder, leading to Anderson localizati
carriers in CuO2 layers, remains open.7 An interesting prediction that thed symmetry of
the superconducting order parameter is stable against disorder is made in Ref.
systems with a strong ‘‘pairing’’ interaction and a short pair correlation length. Acc
ing to data from resistive measurements,9 in electron-irradiation-disordered YBaCuO
there exists a critical density of defects in the oxygen sublattice (;0.04) above which a
transition occurs into a nonsuperconducting state of the metal. This degradation ofTc is
characteristic for the case of an anisotropicd gap. Unfortunately, no data on the magne
state of the atoms near the radiation-induced point defects, which could rule out po
inelastic magnetic scattering as an alternative cause of the decrease in the critica
perature are not presented in that paper. In our earlier works10,11it is shown that structura
disorder produced by fast neutrons in YBa2Cu3O6.9 (Tc

onset594 K! leads to the formation
of wide regions of structural relaxation with a very low concentration of magnetic
ments and with metallic conductivity above 80 K. For these regions, the uniform co
bution to the spin susceptibilityxs(q50) was observed to decrease sharply with incre
ing disorder, accompanied by a decrease inTc . The spin susceptibility decreases at t
transition to the superconducting state, attesting to the fact that the Cooper pairs a
singlet state.

In the present letter we report the results of measurements of the spin-spin rela
rate of63Cu copper atoms in CuO2 layers for YBa2Cu3O6.9 (Tc

onset594 K!, subjected to
radiation-induced disordering by a fast-neutron fluxF to Tc

onset568 K (F5731018

cm22) andTc
onset,4 K (F51231018 cm22).

Pennington and Slichter12 showed that the spin-spin relaxation of the nuclear spi
determined by an indirect spin-spin interaction, which leads to a Gaussian decay
amplitude of the spin echo signalA(2t);exp(20.5•(2t/T2H)2) in experiments on63Cu
NQR lines. Below room temperature the dynamic contribution to63T2G from the neigh-
boring nonresonance65Cu nuclei, discussed in Refs. 13–15, can be neglected, since
relatively small. The time constantT2G is determined by a product averaged ov
reciprocal-lattice vectors

1

T2G

}A(
q

Acc
4 ~q!•Re$x

s
~q!%, ~1!

whereAcc(q) is the magnetic hyperfine interaction constant of a Cu atom in a laye
the direction along a principal axis of the crystal. In NMR experiments, the real pa
the dynamic susceptibility is virtually identical to the value ofxs(q,v50). In the limit of
large correlation lengthsz.a, the weight of the terms near the antiferromagnetic ord
ing vectorQ becomes dominant in Eq.~1! and, as was shown in Ref. 12, the Gauss
contribution becomes proportional to the spin susceptibility nearQ, normalized to the
correlation length of the antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations,

1/T2Q}x
s
~Q!/z. ~2!
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For the initial YBa2Cu3O6.9 the ratioz/a>2 ~Ref. 16!. As will be shown below,z
increases in the presence of disorder, reflecting a tendency for short-range magneti
to form in a strongly disordered (F>2031018 cm22) semiconductor state of the cupra
on the insulator side of the Anderson transition.10 This makes it possible to confine th
discussion below to the dominant short-wavelength contributions to the relaxatio
rameters of63Cu. Thus, the change inxs(Q) upon transition to the superconducting sta
in YBa2Cu3O6.9 can be traced by measuring the spin-spin relaxation rate of63Cu.

The experiment was performed in zero magnetic field at the frequencies of the63Cu
NQR lines of the Cu2 copper atoms in a CuO2 layer.17 The spin echo signal was excite
by a sequence of powerful radio pulsest –t –2t –t –echo, with the duration of the secon
inverting pulse 2t<2 ms. The amplitude of the circular component of the rf fieldH1 was
equal to 220 Oe. Likewise, in all experiments we adhered to a value ofQ of the reso-
nance circuit such that the duration of the leading edge of the radio pulse did not e
0.1 mm !t. Therefore the excited frequency spectrum was sufficient for inverting
spins 63I j of the nearest neighbors of the resonant nucleus63I i , which are located at
distancesr i j ,(223)z and make the main contribution to the homogeneous linew
(Dn) indir , determined by the indirect interaction of identical spins. The same value
the Gaussian decay63T2G of the echo were obtained in control experiments with half
excitation band, though in this case incomplete excitation of the inhomogeneously b
ened NQR line was obtained even for YBaCuO (F50). These experiments lead to
conclusion similar to that drawn in Ref. 17 for YBa2Cu4O8. The inhomogeneous
linewidth of the Cu2 NQR line is due to a distribution of quadrupole frequencies, an
characteristic change (Dn)NQR of the resonance frequency for nuclei lying at a distan
of the order ofz is much smaller than (Dn) indir . The 63Cu NQR linewidth taken at half
maximum~Fig. 1! increases with disorder and atT,80 K has the values:dn0.5(F50)
5350 kHz,dn0.5(F5731018 cm22)5700 kHz, anddn0.5(F51231018 cm22)51000

FIG. 1. NQR spectra of a Cu2 line in the initial and disordered YBa2Cu3O6.9. The spectra were obtained b
recording the amplitude of the spin echo of the pulse sequencep/2–t–p, wheret515 ms.
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kHz. In disordered samples the linewidth remained practically constant in the tempe
range from 4 to 300 K. Therefore we assume that a 500 kHz band for exciting
spectrum is adequate to avoid problems in the analysis of63T2G over the entire tempera
ture range, in both the normal and superconducting states, for the samples withF50 and
F5731018 cm22. For the more strongly disordered sample,dn0.5.(2t)21, the data are
presented for the purpose of a qualitative discussion of the temperature depen
obtained for63T2G in a nonsuperconducting disordered state of the cuprate on the me
side of the Anderson transition. Figure 2 displays examples of the decay of the amp
of the spin echo. These data take into account the additional exponential damping
echo amplitude due to magnetic spin-lattice relaxation processes, i.e., the dampin
portional to exp(22t/T1R) with T1R53T1NQR/(21r ). The anisotropy coefficientr
5T1i /T1' of the spin-lattice relaxation rate of63Cu was determined from measuremen
in a magnetic fieldB59.1 T in the directionsB'c(T1') andB i c(T1i53T1NQR). As
one can see, the sets of data for each of the temperatures are satisfactorily desc
semilogarithmic coordinates by straight lines whose slope is proportional to (63T2G)21.

Figure 3 shows the results of measurements of (63T2G)21 as a function of tempera
ture for disordered YBa2Cu3O6.9 samples. The data obtained for the initial (F50) state
are close to the published results18 for the optimally doped YBa2Cu3O6.98. Near the
normal state (63T2G)21 increases monotonically with decreasing temperature, follow
the Curie–Weiss law. A similar behavior of (63T2G)21 is predicted for the region of the
normal state in the NAFL model, where the spectrum of the spin fluctuations nea
wave vectorQ can be described in the effective-field approximation.12 The value of
(63T2G)21 decreases very little belowTc . ForT!Tc this change does not exceed 15%
the value of (63T2G)21 near the superconducting transition temperature. As was n
above, the small change inxs(Q,T!Tc)5(0.9–1.2)•xs(Q,T5Tc) at the transition to

FIG. 2. Decay of the amplitude of the spin echo of63Cu with allowance for theT1R corrections, for
YBa2Cu3O6.9 (F5731018 cm22) ~left-hand plot! and for YBa2Cu3O6.9 (F51231018 cm22) ~right-hand
plot!, measured at the NQR frequency in the Cu2 positions for temperatures of 20 K (j) and 290 K (h).
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the superconducting state is predicted in models of anisotropic pairing withx22y2 sym-
metry of the superconducting gap.1–4

In disordered YBa2Cu3O6.9 (F5731018 cm22) at temperatures below 200 K th
value of (63T2G)21 remains unchanged within the error limits of the measurements.
shows thatxs(Q) remains constant at the transition to the superconducting state. T
fore it can be concluded that the superconducting order parameter retains its sym
type in the face of quite substantial disordering of the atomic displacements in the l
adjacent to the CuO2 layer. This behavior of the short-wavelength part of the spin s
ceptibility with increasing disorder cannot be explained in models of anisotropicd pair-
ing in the weak-coupling approximation, which is characterized by the formatio
Cooper pairs with a long coherence length. However, this result apparently can b
equately substantiated in models of superconductivity with strong coupling. Specifi
this refers to the mechanism, which has been proposed for cuprates, of Cooper pai
carriers on antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations, whereTc is proportional to the character
istic frequencyvs f of spin fluctuations. One can attempt to reveal the trend of
variation of this quantity accompanying disordering by bringing into the discussion
viously published data on the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate of copper in C2

layers.19

When YBa2Cu3O6.9 becomes disordered, the character of the temperature de
dence aboveTc changes: The steepness of the growth of the Gaussian contribution
spin-spin relaxation decreases rapidly with decreasing temperature, and its behav
comes virtually temperature-independent (63T2G)2159.0(5) ms21. In nonsuperconduct-
ing YBa2Cu3O6.9 (F51231018 cm22) 63T2G is constant at temperatures where t
conductivity is of a metallic character (T.50 K!. Temperature-independent behavi
also appears with disordering for the product (63T1NQRT)21 ~Fig. 4!. In the starting
compound, (63T1NQRT)21 >15 s21

•K21 nearTc . As disorder increases, at temperatur
ranging from 90 to 200 K the value of this quantity remains unchanged within the

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of (63T2G)21 for YBa2Cu3O6.9, disordered by fast neutrons:,—Tc
onset594 K

(F50), n—Tc
onset568 K (F5731018 cm22), s—Tc

onset,4 K (F51231018 cm22). A plot ~Ref. 18! of
(63T2G)21 versus temperature (* ) for YBa2Cu3O6.98 (Tc592 K! is presented for comparison.
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limits of the measurements and equals (63T1NQRT)21 >14(1) s21
•K21 for F57

31018 cm22. For the nonsuperconducting metal-oxideF51231018 cm22, temperature
independence is observed for (63T1NQRT)21 >10(2) s21

•K21 at temperatures in the
metallic conductivity range (T.50 K). Forj.a the antiferromagnetic fluctuations mak
the main contribution to the magnetic relaxation of nuclear spin. This contribution ca
represented in the form

~63T1NQRT!21}
x

s
~Q!

G~Q!j2
, ~3!

whereG(Q) is the characteristic energy of spin fluctuations about the antiferromag
ordering vector. In the low-frequency limit this energy is proportional to the quasipar
densityNQ at the boundary of the Brillouin zone of the CuO2 layer.2

According to Ref. 20, this ‘‘invariant’’ behavior of (63T1NQRT)21 and 63T2G is
characteristic of a quantum disordered regime with critical exponentz52(vs f

;j22NQ
21) for a 2D system of interacting spins of the CuO2 layer in the Heisenberg

model. In this regime the magnetic correlation length does not depend onT, in contrast
to the quantum critical regimez52 ~equivalent to the NAFL approximation! of the initial
YBa2Cu3O6.9, wherej225aT1b.

It is helpful to consider the changes in the spin-fluctuation parameters implied b
results of the relaxation measurements as interpreted on the basis of the NAFL ap
mation. In this model, the parameters of the spin-fluctuation spectrum at the center
the boundary of the Brillouin zone are related through

j4x
s
~q50!

G~q50!
5

j0
4x

s
~Q!

G~Q!
, ~4!

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of (63T1NORT)21 for YBa2Cu3O6.9 disordered by fast neutrons:,—Tc
onset

594 K (F50), n—Tc
onset568 K (F5731018 cm22), s—Tc

onset,4 K (F51231018 cm22).
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wherej0 is the characteristic cutoff length of the antiferromagnetic peak in the spec
of spin fluctuations. A sharp drop inxs(q50) ~according to data on the shifts of the Cu
NMR lines10,11! with increasing structural disorder, with a much smaller decreas
xs(Q)/G(Q), signifies an increase in the correlation length of the antiferromagn
fluctuations z(F51231018 cm22)>1.3j(F50). Here it is assumed thatG(q50),
which characterizes the width of the conduction band, does not change with incre
disorder. Thus, the approximate constancy of63T2G in disordered samples attests to
decrease in both the characteristic energyG(Q);j22G(q50) and characteristic fre
quencyvs f of the antiferromagnetic fluctuations.

Apparently the temperature independence ofxs(Q) is mainly due to the manifesta
tion of localization effects in the character of the carrier scattering and the change w
this induces in the degree of screening of spin-spin correlations of neighboring Cu a

This work was performed as part of the Government Programs of the Russian
for Fundamental Research in the Field of Condensed Matter Physics, on the topic
perconductivity’’ ~Project 96051! and the Support of Leading Scientific Schools~Project
96-15-96515!.
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Electron spin resonance and nuclear magnetic
resonance of sodium macrostructures in strongly
irradiated NaCl–K crystals: Manifestation of quasi-one-
dimensional behavior of electrons

F. G. Cherkasov,a) R. G. Mustafin, and S. G. L’vov
Kazan Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 420029 Kazan, Rus

G. A. Denisenko
Institute of Crystallography, Russian Academy of Sciences, 11733 Moscow, Russia

H. W. den Hartog and D. I. Vainshtein
University of Groningen, 9747 AG Groningen, The Netherlands

~Submitted 15 December 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 3, 178–183~10 February 1998!

Data from an investigation of electron spin resonance and nuclear mag-
netic resonance of NaCl–K (;1 mole%! crystals strongly irradiated
with electrons imply the observation of a metal-insulator transition with
decreasing temperature and the manifestation of quasi-one-dimensional
electron motion in sodium macrostructures. ©1998 American Insti-
tute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00403-4#

PACS numbers: 61.80.Fe, 76.30.Lh, 76.60.Es, 72.60.1g, 71.45.Lr

Quasi-one-dimensional inorganic conductors with a complicated crystal stru
and unusual properties—Peierls instability, the formation of a charge density
~CDW! at low temperatures, nonlinear and anisotropic behavior of the conductivity
so on—are of great interest. The properties of conductors with a CDW have still not
adequately studied, especially at low temperatures.1 The complexity of the questions an
the need to clarify them on more perfect crystals are a constant stimulus for both ex
ing the range of structures investigated and searching for and obtaining new
dimensional compounds. Evidently, the suggestion2 that conducting channels consistin
of a quasi-one-dimensional alkali metal can form in simple NaCl-type structures u
irradiation with high-energy electrons merits attention. The objective of the present
is to clarify this question experimentally. The methods of investigation consiste
electron spin resonance~ESR! and nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR!, which can be
used to identify reliably the nature of micro- and macrodefects in irradiated structu3

The ESR and NMR experiments were performed on 33331 mm single-crystal
samples of NaCl–KCl~1 mole %!. The samples were irradiated in a linear accelera
with electron energy;3.5 MeV. The total absorbed dose on the sample reached
Grad; the irradiation temperature was equal to 100–110 °C. The ESR and NMR s
were measured at 9.4 GHz and 10–105 MHz, respectively, and their behavior was
ied in the temperature interval 8–450 K. The magnetic spin susceptibility, whic
1890021-3640/98/67(3)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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proportional to the total intensity of the ESR line, was investigated at the same tim

The temperature dependences of the ESR linewidthdH and spin susceptibilityx in
irradiated NaCl–K are shown in Fig. 1. The temperature dependence of the intensitI of
the NMR signal from metallic23Na nuclei in the same sample is displayed in Fig. 2~here,
for convenience in describing the data, the characteristic temperature ranges are
guished from one another by the arrows!. At temperatures aboveTp;160 K the behavior
of the entire series of measured parameters was typical for metallic sodium. Here a n
Lorentzian symmetric shape of the ESR line and a deviation of theg factor of the signal
Dg5g2g05(2962)31024 from its value for a free electron (g052.0023) were ob-
served. One can see from Fig. 1 that the temperature dependencedH(T) is linear with
slope;231022 G•K21, anddH increases by;5.5 G at the pointTm'370 K, which is
close to the melting point of sodium. The susceptibilityx of the sample behaves similarly
to the Pauli susceptibility of the conduction electrons. Two NMR lines from23Na nuclei
were observed: a wide line, corresponding to the nuclei of the ionic lattice of NaCl~and
therefore of no interest!, and a narrow line, arising at a higher frequency as a result of
presence of mobile electrons and corresponding to the nuclei of metallic sodium.
line is characterized by the standard temperature behavior for nuclei~the intensity is
inversely proportional to temperature, Fig. 2!, a small width;0.5 kHz, and a Knight shift
K(300 K)50.108%, which was almost temperature-independent. The data obtained~ex-
cept for the values ofdH) are in good agreement with the corresponding published d

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the ESR linewidth~a! and spin susceptibility~b! in an irradiated NaCl–K
crystal. The solid line was calculated from Eq.~1!.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the intensity of the NMR signal from metallic sodium nuclei in NaC
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for sodium~see, for example, Refs. 3 and 4!; this confirms the formation of a metalli
phase in the sample. The measured valuedH(300 K)52262 G is approximately three
times greater than the electron-phonon linewidth in bulk sodium (;6 G!;4 this could be
a consequence of the additional effective interaction of electrons in the system.

A continuous transition to the properties of the insulator was observed with dec
ing temperature. The form of the ESR signal changed, and below the pointTc;40 K the
signal consisted of a superposition of Lorentzian lines, indicating the appearance
small variance in theg factors in the system. We were able to measure in the inte
8–30 K the shift of the ESR signal from its position at high temperatures. The shift
equal toDg5(21263)31024. One can see from Fig. 1 thatdH increases with decreas
ing temperature and reaches the value 3462 G, whilex behaves unusually—it decreas
and approaches the valuex(300 K)/2 ~belowTc a ‘‘plateau’’ can be seen in both depen
dences!. Near Tp;160 K the NMR linewidth increased to;3 kHz and below this
temperature it remained constant, while the intensityI (T) decreased continuously t
zero. No signal was observed in the interval 8–38 K~Fig. 2!.

The observed effects—the vanishing of the NMR signal nearTc and the vanishing
of the magnetizationxe(T) of the conduction electrons in the system—are a dir
consequence of electron localization, which occurs in the region fromTp to Tc . The
‘‘metallic’’ ESR and NMR signals are not detected belowTc—a dielectric state of the
system arises, and the ESR line observed in the dielectric phase is apparently due t
other ~nonconducting! electrons, which contribute a fraction equal to approximatelyx/2
to the magnetization. In our view, on the basis of the following considerations,
electrons areF-center electrons. The irradiated alkali-halide crystals comprise sys
with paramagnetic defects that can be controlled well. The main defects in stro
irradiated NaCl–K are exchange-coupledF centers ~clusters!, and when the new
phaseb!—sodium macrostructures~particles or, most likely, chains of the metal!—
appears, these centers become the main type of defect in the metal lattice. ESR
with close values of theg factors are observed fromF centers and the metal. It seems
us unlikely that signals from other electronic states appear in the ESR spectrum.
course of irradiation the electron density and, correspondingly, the intensity of the
line from conduction electrons grow and the form of the spectrum changes.5,6 When the
exchange interaction betweenF-centers becomes strong, which happens when the
tance between the centers decreases values of the order of 2–3 lattice consta
resonance line of theF centers narrows to 30–35 G; the shape of the line looks lik
superposition of lines from different clusters ofF centers and its integrated intensi
~susceptibility! is almost temperature-independent. The interaction with conduction
trons leads to an even greater narrowing of the line fromF centers, and the rapid
diffusion motion of the conduction electrons averages theg-factor distribution existing in
the system. As a result, narrow lines fromF-center and conduction electrons becom
indistinguishable, and at high temperatures a combined resonance of both elec
systems can occur. Since a metal-insulator transition occurs in the system with decr
temperature, a resonance line characterized by ESR parameters of onlyF centers will
correspond to the dielectric phase, as was conjectured above.

An interesting result was obtained in the ESR measurements: As the tempe
decreases, the linewidthdH of the resonance line atTp;160 K starts to increase in
inverse proportion tox ~Fig. 1!. This fact can shed light on the characteristic features
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the metal-insulator transition in the system and makes it possible to describe the ob
behavior ofdH(T). Let us return to our conjecture that conduction-electron spins~which
we denote by the indexe) and the localized spins ofF-center electrons (s) are both
present in NaCl–K on the metallic side of the transition. In the presence of two
subsystems, a sharp ‘‘bottleneck’’ regime~combinede and s electron resonances! is
realized in NaCl–K, since theg factors of both systems are equal,ge5gs , and 1/TsL

.1/TeL , whereTsL andTeL are the spin-lattice relaxation times of thes ande electrons,
respectively. A model of ESR of localized spins in a metal has been proposed in R
In the case of a bottleneck the linewidth of the resonance line isdH'(xsTsL

21

1xeTeL
21)/(xs1xe), i.e., the fraction of the magnetization for each subsystem is m

plied by the spin-lattice relaxation rate in this subsystem. As the temperature decr
the susceptibility of the systemx5xs1xe decreases becausexe decreases~by ;50%)
and in consequencexs—the contribution from localized spins—should be much grea
than the Pauli susceptibilityxe of the conduction electrons. Hence it follows thatdH
'1/TsL . Since the spin-lattice relaxation constant is controlled by the interaction
the conduction electrons, we have 1/TsL'(1/2)vh f

2 Tse, wherevh f is the hyperfine struc-
ture constant andTse is the cross-relaxation time ofF-center electrons to conductio
electrons. From the balance equationTse/Tes5xs /xe , whereTes is the cross-relaxation
time of conduction electrons toF-center electrons, we arrive at the desired result7

dH;~x
s
/x

e
!Tes, ~1!

wherexe decreases with temperature,xs is almost temperature-independent, and 1/Tes

52pcrJ2 (c is the localized-spin density,r is the density of states at the Fermi surfac
andJ is the exchange interaction constant ofs ande electrons!. The behavior ofdH(T)
can be described in the present model of two types of electrons7 with r530 eV21 ~from
the free-electron approximation!, J'1.231025 eV, vh f593109 s21, and densityc
>631018 spin/cm3, as found from the ESR measurements. To obtain agreement
experiment, aT-dependent ‘‘intrinsic’’~electron-phonon! linewidth in sodium, which is
;6 G at 300 K,8 must be added to expression~1!.

It follows from Fig. 1a that the linewidth increases logarithmically with decreas
temperature,dH; ln(1/T). This behavior is confirmed by ESR measurements on sam
with a high density of localized impurities (F-centers!. Taking into account simulta-
neously this contribution and the phonon contribution todH, which decreases with tem
perature, explains the presence of a minimum in the observed temperature depe
dH(T). Figure 3 shows a minimum of the linewidth of the resonance line for th
NaCl–K samples with different localized-spin densities. According to Refs. 4 and 8
temperature-dependent part of the ESR linewidth in alkali metals varies as
temperature-dependent part of the resistivity. As a result, the behavior of the minimu
the linewidth ~Fig. 3! is analogous to that of the minimum of the resistivity in dilu
alloys with magnetic impurities~Kondo effectc!!. Within the limits of the measuremen
accuracy of the electron densityc, the temperature of the minimumTmin varies as;c1/5

~see, for example, Ref. 9!. Measurements of the ac conductivity at 400 Hz to 20 kHz
the same types of samples showed a sharp peak nearTmin ~see Ref. 2!. Moreover, the
appearance of a maximum indH(T) ~instead of a ‘‘plateau’’! in some samples at low
temperatures was likewise predicted by the theory of Ref. 9. The exchange inter
between conduction electrons and a local moment corresponds to a scattering pro
which the spin of the conduction electron can flip and at the same time the orientat
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the impurity spin changes.9,10 The latter fact could be used to explain the locations
conduction electron localization in the sample, but this requires that the contributio
localized impurities to the linewidth be taken into account in detail on the basis o
accurate model.

It follows from our data that electron localization occurs in NaCl–K and that m
tallic resonances die out in the transition region~40–160 K!. This behavior is typical for
quasi-one-dimensional systems and in many cases it is a consequence of a Peier
sition at temperatureTp , which usually lies in the range 100–200 K. Below this te
perature lattice distortions arise, giving rise to a gap at the Fermi surface, a decre
the electron energy, and electron localization. The largest changes in the system o
temperature;Tp/4 ~transition to a dielectric state, observation of superstructure
CDW with period 2kF , and so on!. The hypothesis that the transition in NaCl–K is of
Peierls character can be confirmed or rejected by means of x-ray observations
superstructure at temperatures below 40 K.

The observation of a frequency dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rateT1
21 of

the metallic nuclei provides a direct check of the quasi-one-dimensionality of the
duction electron motion. Such measurements have been performed on different o
conductors.11 Figure 4 shows the frequency dependence of the relaxation rateT1

21 of the
metallic 23Na nuclei in a NaCl–K crystal at room temperature. One can see tha
relaxation rate varies asT1

21;nn
21/2;ne

21/2;H0
21/2 in magnetic fields 50 G,H0,5 kG,

wherene is the electronic Larmor frequency andnn is the nuclear Larmor frequency. Th
figure also shows a frequency-independent value of the nuclear relaxation rate in
sodiumT1

21562.5 s21 measured in high fields (H0@5 kG!. The diffusive behavior of
electrons first appears at frequenciesve,vc'(1/t)N, whereve is the electronic fre-
quency,t>l/nF , l is the electron mean free path~350 Å at 300 K!, nF is the Fermi
velocity, and the parameterN>(d/a)2 takes into account the geometry of the conduc
(a is the lattice constant andd is the transverse size of a chain!. In the caseve,vc ,
there is a high probability that an electron will repeatedly interact with the same nu
in the time interval 2p/ve . In contrast to the three-dimensional case, this results
frequency-dependent relaxation rate:11

~T1T!215C1g~ve!1C2 , ~2!

FIG. 3. Minimum of the ESR linewidth in NaCl–K samples with different density of localized impuritiesF-
centers!. The position of the minimum depends on this density.
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where

g~ve!5$@11~11k!1/2#/2~11k!%1/2, k5ve
2te

2 ,

te is the characteristic electron lifetime on a given chain with a given direction of
spin, and the parametersC1 andC2 are independent ofve . It follows from Eq.~2! that
in the casek@1, when relaxation of the electronic spin and hopping between chains
be neglected, a square-root frequency dependence should be observedg(ve)
5(1/ve)

1/2. It is obvious from Fig. 4 that forve.vc'231011 s21 the nuclear relax-
ation rate no longer depends on frequency, and the observed value (T1T)2150.2
~s•K!21 is close to the value for bulk sodium. Hence the average transverse size
conducting channels can be estimated asd>a(nF/2plnc)

1/2>12a, i.e., quasi-one-
dimensional behavior of the electrons can appear at room temperatures.

We thank K. M. Salikhov, G. B. Te�tel’baum, Yu. V. Yablokov, B. P. Vodop’yanov
and R. I. Kha�bullin for helpful discussions. This work was supported by the Russ
Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant 96-02-18255!.

a!e-mail: fred@dionis.kfti.kcn.ru
b!Nonequilibrium growth of an electronic structure consisting ofF-centers and formation of a metallic lattice o

the basis of such a structure occur at high irradiation temperatures and with the participation of imp
such as K, OH2, or F. A metallic phase does not arise in pure NaCl crystals.5,6

c!As is well known,9,10 the expression for the interaction energy of an electron with impurity atoms conta
term J~s•S! ~wheres is the electron spin andS is the impurity spin!, which in high orders of perturbation
theory leads to a spin-dependent contribution to the electron scattering and therefore to the resistance
explained the growth in the resistance with decreasing temperature and the appearance of a minimum
resistance whose position depends on the density of magnetic impurities.
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Coulomb interaction during coherent transport of
electrons in quantum wires

V. A. Sablikova) and B. S. Shchamkhalova
Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 14112
Fryazino, Moscow Region, Russia
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A model is found whereby the Coulomb interaction during electron
transport in quantum wires of finite length with current-lead contacts
can be taken into account exactly~within the framework of the
bosonization method!. It is established that the charge density distribu-
tion along a wire in the case of the real Coulomb interaction is strongly
different from the Luttinger liquid model, where the interaction is as-
sumed to be short-ranged. The charge density near the contacts is found
to be much higher than in the model with a short-range interaction, but
away from the contacts the two densities are closer to each other.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00503-9#

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 73.23.Hk

1. Electron transport in quantum wires of mesoscopic length arouses great in
among both experimenters1–3 and theorists,4–12 since the electron-electron interactio
which is of fundamental importance in mesoscopic systems, should be manifested
transport characteristics~such as the conductance or admittance!. The most widely used
approach for analyzing electron-electron interaction effects is based on the Lut
liquid model, which makes it possible to calculate the conductance in the case whe
electron-electron interaction is short-ranged. A parameterg describing the interaction
induced renormalization of the propagation velocity of charge waves arises in the th
Generally speaking,g is a function of the wave numberp of the boson excitations and i
estimated as

g~p!5~11Vp /pvF!21/2,

whereVp is the Fourier transform of the interaction potential andvF is the Fermi velocity
~here and below\51). The assumption that the interaction is short-ranged means thg
is assumed to be constant:g(p)'g(p50).

In reality, however, the Coulomb potential is a long-range potential. It is o
considered that the assumption that the potential is short-ranged is justified by the
ence of good conductors~field electrodes and current-lead contacts!, which screen the
electron-electron interaction, in the experimental structures.13 In reality, however, this is
not the case: The screening action of these conductors consists in the fact that
charges are induced on them, as a result of which the electron-electron interacti
1960021-3640/98/67(3)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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quires a dipole character or, generally speaking, a multipole character, but the d
dence ofVp on p remains strong. Charge waves under the conditions of a long-r
Coulomb interaction have been studied by Shultz14 for an infinite one-dimensional con
ductor, for which the interaction potential is a function only of the distance between
electronsV(x,x8)5V(ux2x8u). In this case a dispersion relation is obtained for cha
waves that is similar to the dispersion relation for one-dimensional plasmons in
random-phase approximation. As was recently determined,4–7 however, the fact that in
real mesoscopic structures the quantum wire is of finite length and the electrons
wire interact with the current-lead electrodes is of fundamental importance. In su
situation the pair interaction potentialV(x,x8) depends on the coordinatesx andx8 of the
interacting electrons separately.

Thus, in investigations of phase-coherent electron transport in mesoscopic qu
wires it is necessary to take into account both the nonlocality of the electron-ele
interaction and the presence of current-conducting electrodes. The present letter
voted to solving this problem. We have found a model that is exactly solvable in
framework of the bosonization method and that takes into account the Coulomb in
tion of the electrons in a quantum wire with ideally conducting current contacts.

2. Let us consider an interaction potential of the electrons in a quantum wire~chan-
nel! of lengthL, connecting two massive regions serving as current-lead electrodes.
we are interested in the behavior of the electrons in the wire, we shall assume th
conductivity of the electrodes is ideal and that the characteristic times of the elec
processes in them are short compared with the transit time of electrons in a channe
the electrodes can be assumed to be equipotentials. The electrons in a channel
with one another both directly and via the charges that they induce on the elec
surfaces. We shall represent the electron densityr(r ) in a channel in the form

r~r !5x~r'!r~x!, ~1!

wherex(r') is a function of the radial coordinate and is normalized to unity andr(x) is
a function of the coordinate along the channel.

The electron-electron interaction energyW is determined by an integral of the prod
uct of the charge densityr(r ) by the potential produced at the pointr by a charge located
at the pointr 8:

W5
2pe2

e
E d3r r~r !E d3r 8r~r 8!G~r ,r 8!, ~2!

whereG(r,r 8) is the solution of the equation

¹2G~r ,r 8!52d~r2r 8! ~3!

with the boundary conditionsG(r s ,r 8)50 on the surface of the electrodes (r5r s) ande
is the dielectric constant of the material outside the channel.

Fourier transforming with respect tor' and using Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and~3!, we obtain

W5
1

2E E dx dx8r~x!r~x8!U~x,x8!, ~4!

where
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U~x,x8!5
e2

pe
E d2quxqu2Gq~x,x8!, ~5!

xq is the Fourier transform of the functionx(r'), andGq(x,x8) is the solution of the
equation

~d2/dx22q2!Gq~x,x8!52d~x2x8!.

If it is assumed for definiteness that the surfaces of the electron reservoirs serv
the electrodes are parallel planes perpendicular to the channel, then simple calcu
yield

Gq~x,x8!5
L

qL sinh~qL! H sinh@q~L/21x!#sinh@q~L/22x8!#, if x,x8,

sinh@q~L/22x!#sinh @q~L/21x8!#, if x.x8.
~6!

For ux2x8u!a the interaction potentialU determined by Eqs.~5! and~6! is of the order
of L/a; at large distances (ux2x8u@a) it becomes identical to the Coulomb lawU
'1/ux2x8u, butU vanishes at the electrodes~at x and/orx856L/2). The latter behavior
is due to the fact that as an electron approaches the conducting surface of an ele
the potential of the electron is screened by the induced image charge. The inter
potential given by Eqs.~5! and ~6! is the one we will use in the present letter.

3. We shall obtain the equation of motion of electrons in a channel from
bosonized Hamiltonian15,14

H5
1

2pE dxvF@~11g1!p2P2~x,t !1~12g1!~]xF!2#2eE dxr~x,t !wext~x,t !1W,

~7!

whereF(x,t) is the bosonic phase field,P(x,t) is the generalized momentum conjuga
to F, g1 is the backscattering parameter,14

g1'
e2

ehvF

K0~2kFa!,

K0 is a modified Bessel function, andwext is the potential of the external field applied
the electrodes.

The electron densityr ~more accurately, its long-wavelength component! can be
expressed in terms ofF as

r52
1

p
]xF.

The Hamiltonian~7! corresponds to the following equation of motion for the pha
F:

] tS 1

v g̃
] tF D 2]xS v

g̃
]xF D 5]xFewext1

1

pE2L/2

L/2

dx8U~x,x8!]x8FG , ~8!

where
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v5vFA12g1
2, g̃5A11g1

12g1

.

Following Refs. 5–7, we shall extend Eq.~8! to the contact regions as well, makin
the assumption that there is no electron-electron interaction in these regions. The b
ary conditions should ensure continuity ofF and the electron flux, whence it follows tha
the quantity (v/ g̃)]xF should be continuous at the boundaries.

4. The phaseF always changes with time, so that in studying a situation t
corresponds even to a constant current it is necessary to start from equations w
time included and then, if necessary, to pass to the constant-current limit. For per
tions that depend on time as exp(2ivt), after a change to dimensionless variables

j5
x

L
, u5

vF

e g̃LVa

, f 5
wext

Va

,

Eq. ~8! assumes the form

d

djFdu

dj
1bV̂

du

dj
2 f ~j!G1V2u5 0, ~9!

where Va is the amplitude of the voltage applied to the electrodes,b5e2g̃ /pev, V

5vL/v, and the operatorV̂ is defined by the equation

V̂c5E
21/2

1/2

dj8V~j,j8!c~j8!, ~10!

where

V~j,j8!52 E
0

` dy

sinh y
uxyu2H sinh@y~1/21j!#sinh@y~1/22j8!#, if j,j8,

sinh@y~1/22j!#sinh@y~1/21j8!#, if j.j8

~herey5qL). Having solved the equation for the regions outside the channel, we
formulate the boundary conditions for Eq.~9! inside the channel:

uj6 iV g̃uuj571/25 0 .

In the low-frequency limit Eq.~9! can be solved exactly on account of the fact th
it is possible to find for the operatorV̂ a system of eigenfunctions in terms of which th
external potentialf (j) can be expanded. It is easily verified that the functions

cn~j!5A2 sinFpnS j1
1

2D G , n51,2,3, . . . ,

are eigenfunctions for the operatorV̂ with eigenvalues

ln52E
0

` y dy

y21~np!2
uxu2.

In the present electrode geometryf (j) is a linear function that can be expanded in ter
of cn(j) with evenn.
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TreatingV as a small parameter and making a direct expansion in terms of it
find the dimensionless fluctuation of the electron density,2uj(j), in the limit V→0:

uj~j!52 (
n51

`
~21!n

n~11bl2n!
sin~2pnj!. ~11!

The dimensional electron density is related withuj by the relation

r~j!52
2 e g̃Va

hv
uj~j!. ~12!

A plot of the functionr(j) is shown in Fig. 1 for a Gaussian electron dens
distribution~1! over the radial coordinate. Near the electrodesmj changes rapidly. In this
case, using the asymptotic behaviorln;n22, we obtain the following expression foruj

near the left-hand electrode ((1/21j)!1):

uj~j!'sinh~2 kj!/2 sinhk, ~13!

wherea5a/L andk5a21Ab/2. One can see that the nonequilibrium electron den
decreases into the volume of the channel exponentially with a characteristic length

l 5a/A2b.

At the center of the channel the terms with small values ofn make the main
contribution to the sum~11!. For these terms, fora!1 we can setln; ln@1/2p2a2#, and
thus we find thatuj is a linear function:

uj~j!'2
j

b ln~2 p2a2!
. ~14!

5. It is interesting to compare the above result with the case when there
Coulomb interaction. The electron density distribution in this case can be foun
settingb50 in Eq. ~11!. Then we have~see the dashed line in Fig. 1!

FIG. 1. Electron density distribution~normalized to 2eVa /hvF) along a quantum wire with a Coulomb inter
action between the electrons~solid line!, no interaction~dashed line!, and a short-range interaction withgeff

~fine line!; «F55 meV,a50.02,b50.35.
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uj~j!5j. ~15!

Let us now compare the results of our calculations with the conventional Luttinger li
model,4–7 in which only the short-range interaction of the electrons, with an effec
interaction parametergeff , is taken into account. In this case, an expression that is id
tical to Eq. ~15! is obtained for the dimensionless densityuj , i.e., the density varies
linearly along the wire. Switching to the dimensional density according to Eq.~12!,
where g̃ must be replaced bygeff andv by vF /geff , we find that in the linear region the
dimensional density is close to the result which we have obtained, if we setgeff

'[ 2b ln(2p2a2)]21/2. However, as one can see from the Fig. 1, the real Coulo
interaction leads to a substantial increase inur(x)u near the electrodes.

The physical meaning of the results obtained above is quite clear. In the prese
an external potential difference the electron liquid in the channel is polarized: Elec
are injected from the left-hand reservoir~cathode! and extracted into the right-han
reservoir~anode!. Accordingly, an excess of electrons arises on the left, and a defici
of electrons arises on the right. In the absence of a long-range action, the density
electron liquid in the low-frequency limit varies linearly, irrespective of the compre
ibility of the liquid. When the long-range electron-electron interaction is switched on
charge in the center of the channel is neutralized, but its density near the elect
where the electron-electron interaction is weakened, remains unchanged.

The value of the dimensionless electron densityuj(j) at the boundaries (j
571/2) does not depend on the interaction in the channel and equals61/2.

The electric current is defined in terms of the time derivative of the phaseF(x,t)
and, as calculations show, in the limitV→0 it is expressed in terms of the bounda
value of the perturbation of the electron density:

j 5
2e2Va

h
ujuj521/2. ~16!

Therefore the current likewise does not depend on the interaction.b! However, such a
dependence does arise in the dynamical regime (VÞ0). It will be investigated in a
separate study.

It is interesting to note that the universality of the valuee2/h of the steady-state
conductance, which follows from Eq.~16!, is due to the fact that the current is propo
tional to the dimensionless boundary value of the density, which in the model stu
does not depend on the interaction. Therefore the universality of the steady-state c
tance is due to the boundary conditions. However, the boundary conditions employ
not exact. They ignore the possible effect of the proximity of the electron liquid in
channel and in the contact reservoirs, which could be important, since near the co
the density which we have obtained changes rapidly with distance. The change
boundary value of the density could be responsible for the breakdown of universal
the conductance.

This work was supported by INTAS~Grant 96-0721!, the Russian Fund for Funda
mental Research~Grant 96-02-18276!, and the Interdisciplinary Science and Technolo
Program ‘‘Physics of Solid-State Nanostructures’’~Grant 97-1054!.
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Volume increase and enhanced indications of dielectric
behavior during high-temperature annealing of
quenched quasicrystal-forming alloys

A. F. Prekul, V. A. Kazanstev, E. V. Shalaeva, and N. I. Shchegolikhina
Institute of Metal Physics, Urals Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
620219 Ekaterinburg, Russia
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A volume increase is observed at the ordering temperatures of icosahe-
dral phases in samples of quenched alloys. The effect is strongest in the
systems that are closest to the boundary of the transition to the insulator
phase. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00603-3#

PACS numbers: 81.40.Ef, 81.05.Bx, 61.46.Br, 72.60.1g

Intensive experimental and theoretical investigations of the problem of a pseud
in the electronic structure of high-resistivity states~HRSs! of disordered alloys whose
components are all good metals have been conducted since the beginning of the 19
respect to the level of conductivity of HRSs, the entire intermediate region betwee
conductivity of the maximally dirty metal~Mooij limit >104 S/cm ~Ref. 1!! and the
minimum metallic conductivity at the limit of the metal-insulator transition~Mott limit
<102 S/cm ~Ref. 2!! has now been covered. Conventional metallic solutions with
unstable crystal lattice, metallic glasses, and metastable quasicrystalline phases l
the Mooij limit. Besides materials with a low carrier density, stable quasicrysta
phases of the systems Al–Cu–Fe, Al–Pd–Re, and Al–Pd–Mn are found at the
ultrahigh-resistivity end of this series. The unifying feature of the electronic propertie
HRSs is their mixed character, i.e., the presence of indicators of metallic and ins
behavior simultaneously: finite conductivity atT50 K and finite electronic density o
states at the Fermi level, negative temperature coefficient of the resistivity, strong
perature dependence of the Hall effect, absence of the Drude component in the
conductivity, and a positive dielectric constant in practically the entire IR region of
spectrum.3

In the series of HRSs distinguished above, as one passes from the Mooij to the
limit the indications of metallic behavior become weaker and the indications of insu
behavior become stronger. For this reason, essentially two questions arise
pseudogap problem—the question of the parameter controlling the transition from a
with no pseudogap to a state with a pseudogap in the electron spectrum inside a
metallic system and the question of the parameter that controls the depth o
pseudogap or, more precisely, the development of the insulator indications in the
series. Thus far these processes have all been studied on the basis of the Hume–
2030021-3640/98/67(3)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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electronic phase transition mechanism, where the average electron density of the
e/a, appears as the ‘‘intrasystem’’ parameter. The electron mean free path,1,4 the surface
area of congruent~nested! sections of the Fermi sphere,5 and the degree of localization o
electronic states in the pseudogap6 are taken as the ‘‘intersystem’’ parameters.

An alternative approach has recently appeared in connection with the develop
of the ‘‘semiconductor’’ hypothesis of the electronic band structure of ultrah
resistivity quasicrystalline alloys. It was found that if the finite conductivity atT50 K
and finite electron density of states are regarded as nonintrinsic properties of the s
then these alloys can be regarded as gapless or narrow-gap semiconductors.3,7 Hence the
questions of the transition parameters can be investigated on the basis of band
mechanisms of an electronic metal-insulator transition.

In this connection we call attention to the fact that a single-phase quasicryst
state can be obtained by means of high-temperature annealing of metastable sta
tained by quenching from the melt. For high cooling rates this can be a virtually uni
state of a metallic glass, and for moderate cooling rates it can be a complex mixtu
crystalline and noncrystalline phases whose chemical composition can differ appre
from the nominal composition. The metastable states differ little in their electrical p
erties, and altogether they are similar to HRSs from the beginning of the series
study. High-temperature annealing destroys this similarity. The conventional HRS
compose into equilibrium crystalline phases, losing their high-resistivity properties
the indications of dielectric behavior. The stable quasicrystal-forming systems,
versely, become homogenized and acquire ultrahigh-resistivity properties and
nounced indications of dielectric behavior.

The picture of structural variations is quite complicated, but it is noteworthy th
contains two states which can be classified as uniform and single-phase states and
according to the effect of heat treatment, are related with one another by a ‘‘diso
order’’ transition. There is a metallic glass state on one side and a quasicrystalline
on the other. If this transition is juxtaposed with the proposed metal-insulator trans
this means that fundamental changes in the electrical properties take place with vir
no change in lattice structure, in the sense that chemical disorder remains before an
the transition and there is no lattice periodicity. Under these conditions the m
insulator transition parameter is most likely the volume of the system.2

We performed a series of dilatometric experiments for the purpose of observin
volume increase effect during a homogenizing annealing of quenched sampl
quasicrystal-forming alloys. This effect does indeed exist. We observed it in the
stable systems mentioned above, in the alloy with the nominal compos
Al62.5Cu25Fe12.5 in the Al–Cu–Fe system, in the alloy with nominal compositi
Al 70Pd20Re10 in the Al–Pd–Re system, and in the metastable system Al75Cu15V10. In
addition, this effect is correlated with the change in the electrical properties.

The samples were obtained as follows. The alloy components Al, Cu, Fe, Pd, V
Re were at least 99.9% pure. In the Al–Cu–V and Al–Cu–Fe systems the melting p
of the components do not differ much, so that a composition with three components
once was prepared in an arc furnace. For homogenization, the ingot was remelte
times and turned over each time. Next, a;2 g quantity of the prepared material wa
melted in an arc furnace on a flat water-cooled hearth and flattened by a falling c
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block. Samples in the form of a parallelepiped 7–10 mm long were cut by an electro
method from the 3–4 mm-thick plate obtained. The technology for the alloy Al70Pd20Re10

differed somewhat from that described. The melting temperatures of Al and Re
very strongly, so that a Al–Pd alloy was prepared first. Next, a mixture of the gro
preliminary alloy and powdered Re, preannealed in vacuum, was heated in an ind
furnace at a temperature 200 °C above the melting point of the preliminary alloy fo
min, with the material remelted twice and ground between the remeltings. A s
weighed quantity of the prepared material was melted on the hearth of the arc furna
flattened into a plate. Just as in the preceding case, samples were cut from the pla
weight of the ingots was checked at all stages of preparation of the alloys. Che
analysis of the alloys was performed in the final stage. No appreciable deviations
the nominal composition were observed. Pores were present in the initial materiin
situ.

Dilatometric experiments were performed with a SINKU–RIKO quartz dilatome
For a sample 5–10 mm long, the error in measurement of the linear expansion coef
on the dilatometer does not exceed 131027 K21.

In the first, exploratory experiments we varied the temperature continuously ove
interval 20–900 °C at a rate of 3–10 °C/min. Figure 1 shows the results of measure
of the relative elongationDL/L of samples of alloys of the three systems mention
above. As one can see, the curves are typical for structural phase transitions,
perhaps for the value of the critical temperature and the giant magnitude of the dila
effect in one of the systems. In the context of the main problem being investigate

FIG. 1. Relative changes of the linear dimensions of samples of quenched alloys in a regime of continuo
increase and decrease of temperature:1—Al–Pd–Re alloy,2—Al–Cu–Fe alloy,3—Al–Cu–V alloy.
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were interested by the existence of a correlation between the change in volume a
change in the electrical properties. For this reason, the choice of systems for whic
results are presented in Fig. 1 is no accident. According to published data, in the se
HRSs which we investigated the system Al–Pd–Re is closest to the ‘‘insulator’’ e
~the room-temperature resistivityr300'10 000mV•cm!, the system Al–Cu–Fe occupie
an intermediate position (r300'2500mV•cm!, and the system Al–Cu–V is closest to th
‘‘metallic’’ edge of the series (r300'100 mV•cm!.3–8 It is easy to see that the system
fall into the same order in terms of the magnitude of the dilatation effect. Hysteres
the relative elongation equals about 9% in the Al–Pd–Re alloy, about 1% in the
Cu–Fe alloy, and about 0.1% in the Al–Cu–V alloy, corresponding to volume chang
30%, 5%, and 0.3%, respectively. The scales of the volume and resistivity changes
the same order of magnitude. It can be conjectured that the volume is the paramete
transition between systems in the series of HRSs from the ‘‘metallic’’ edge to the
sulator’’ edge.

A correlation also exists between the volume change and the change in ele
conductivity within an individual system during annealing. In this respect, the re
obtained not with continuous variation of temperature but rather with cyclic annea
when an isothermal hold of the sample is conducted in each specific cycle at the
mum temperature of the cycle, are more convincing. Not only temperature but
temporal effects can be compared. The behavior of the relative elongation and ele
conductivity in the process of such anneals can be judged from our results, displa
Figs. 2, 3, and 4, for the alloy Al70Pd20Re10. These clearly need no comment. Th
correlation is complete. We note only that such an experiment cannot be perform

FIG. 2. Relative changes of the linear dimensions of a sample of a quenched Al–Pd–Re alloy in a
annealing regime. The vertical sections of the curves in cycles1 and 2 correspond to isothermal holds of 30 an
60 min, respectively.
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just any arbitrary system. The alloy Al70Pd20Re10 is distinguished by the fact that i
exhibits consistently irreversible changes in its properties during annealing. It ca
conjectured on the basis of the results obtained that the volume is the ‘‘intrasys
parameter of the transition from the high-resistivity to the ultrahigh-resistivity state

The values of the critical temperatures are very revealing of the interrelation o
observed changes and the structural state of the samples. In the system Al–Cu
abrupt change in volume occurs at 550 °C, in the system Al–Cu–Fe it occurs in the
730–800 °C, and in the system Al–Pd–Re it occurs in the range 750–900 °C. It is
to show by comparing with existing published data on structure and structural tran
mations in the alloys under study4–9 that these are the ordering temperatures of icosa
dral phases, and the irreversible volume changes could be directly related with th
mation of these phases and not with pores and other defects, which are always pre
real alloys.10 X-ray diffraction studies of the Al–Pd–Re alloy in the initial state and af
annealing showed the following.

The diffraction patterns of the initial state contain lines of an icosahedral phase
many additional lines from crystalline cophases. According to an analysis of the
planar distancesd and intensitiesI , the additional lines could belong to phases of the ty
Al3Pd, Al3Pd2, and Al35Re65. It is noteworthy that all phases, including the icosahed
phase, are imperfect. The maximum of the line intensities for all phases falls nea
reflectionsd'2.058–2.176 Å. Apparently, elements of close packing are present in
lattices of all phases. The interplanar distances of the icosahedral phase are on th
age 1% shorter than the tabulated data.11

FIG. 3. Variation of the conductivity of a sample of a quenched Al–Pd–Re alloy in a cyclic annealing re
The vertical sections of the curves in cycles1 and 2 correspond to isothermal holds of 30 and 60 m
respectively.
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After annealing, i.e., after the volume changes are completed, the line intensit
the crystalline phases decrease appreciably, though the lines do not vanish comp
Metastable crystalline phases probably occupy 5–10% of the sample volume.
versely, the intensity of the lines of the icosahedral phase increases appreciably
interplanar distances of this phase also increase and approach the tabulated val
one can see, the results of the direct experiment are consistent with the conclusion
above. It looks as if the stable quasicrystals have a looser packing than any other
stable structures in this alloy.

In summary, our results imply that there is a new factor controlling the electr
structure of high-resistivity states of disordered metallic alloys—the volume of the
tem. Evidently, irrespective of how this factor is taken into account, the mechanism
always reduce to a change in the overlap of the energy bands. At present we fav
following interpretation of the interrelationship of events. The ease with which the la
structure of metastable phases changes could signify that the system of ions of a
chemical and quantitative composition is in a state of unstable or unbounded equilib
For this reason, the natural tendency of a free electron gas to expand stabilizes th
of the ‘‘loosest’’ packing with the lowest value of the Fermi energy. This approac
distinguished by the fact that the pseudogap mechanism does not depend directly
character of the scattering and the electron mean free path. A strong dependence
symmetry of the wave functions of the collectivized electrons should be expected.

We express our appreciation to Yu. N. Tsiovkin for a discussion of the results
helpful remarks and to N. Yu. Kuz’min and A. B. Rol’shchikov for assisting in t
experiments and for arranging the manuscript.

FIG. 4. Time dependences of the relative elongation and conductivity of a sample of a quenched Al–
alloy under isothermal annealing in cycle2 ~see Figs. 2 and 3!.
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Intersubband collective spin- and charge-density
excitations in a system of 2D electrons in the quantum
Hall effect regime

V. E. Kirpichev and I. V. Kukushkin
Institute of Solid-State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovk
Moscow Region, Russia

K. von Klitzing and K. Eberl
Max-Planck Institut fu¨r Festkörperforschung, 70569 Stuttgart, Germany

~Submitted 30 December 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 3, 196–200~10 February 1998!

Collective intersubband spin- and charge-density excitations in a sys-
tem of 2D electrons and the dependence of the excitations on the per-
pendicular magnetic field are investigated by the inelastic light scatter-
ing method. Magnetooscillations of the energies of collective
excitations are found, and it is shown that they are observed in the
quantum Hall effect regime. The energy of the direct Coulomb inter-
action of the electrons and its oscillatory variation as a function of the
perpendicular magnetic field are measured directly from the energy
splitting of the spin and charge excitations. ©1998 American Insti-
tute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00703-8#

PACS numbers: 73.40.Hm, 73.20.Mf

1. Free charge carriers in semiconductor structures, such as single GaAs/Al
heterojunctions and quantum wells with modulated doping, are unique objects for i
tigating effects associated with the electron-electron interaction. This uniqueness is
the extremely high mobility of the charge carriers and the ease with which the ele
density can be varied over wide limits.

Direct measurements of the Coulomb interaction energy in a system of 2D elec
can be made by observing in the spectrum of elementary excitations of the elec
system two collective modes separately—spin-density excitations~SDE! and charge-
density excitations~CDE!. We note that in contrast to a nonuniform system~which a
quasi-two-dimensional electron gas in a quantum well is!, it is impossible to observe
simultaneously two collective modes in a uniform three-dimensional paramagnetic
tem in a zero magnetic field.1

The energy structure of the size quantization bands of 2D electrons is ordin
investigated by optical methods—according to resonance absorption of light in the f
region2 or by the inelastic light scattering method.3 However, it is well known that the
intersubband splitting measured in these optical experiments corresponds to the en
collective charge-density excitations and is found to be exaggerated on account
2100021-3640/98/67(3)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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so-called depolarization effect.4 This phenomenon is caused by the screening of
external electric field by the 2D electrons, so that each electron feels the field diff
from the external field by the Hartree field of the other electrons. However, the Ha
approximation overestimates the Coulomb repulsion of the other electrons an
exchange-correlation effects, which decrease the electronic repulsion and the energ
of the CDE line, must be taken into account accurately.

According to modern theory,5,6 the energy of the collective spin excitations in a
intersubband transition is less than the energy of charge-density excitations by an a
determined by the exchange-correlation interaction. Direct measurements of the Co
energy by the inelastic light-scattering method make it possible to compare quantita
different theoretical models, such as the local density approximation,7 the random phase
approximation,8 and the Hubbard approximation.9

In the present work we study the collective spin and charge excitations accord
the spectra of inelastic light scattering by 2D electrons accompanying an intersub
transition in a single quantum well and the magnetic field dependence of these sp
Oscillations of the Hartree energy as a function of the magnetic field have been f
and it is shown that they are observed in the quantum Hall effect regime.

2. In this work we investigated several single, high-quality~2D electron mobility
~1–23106 cm2/V•s at density~0.6–6.531011 cm22) GaAs/AlGaAs wells 250 Å wide,
with AlGaAs spacer thicknesses of 400–800 Å. The high quality of the sample
confirmed by the unprecedentedly small linewidths of the luminescence~0.3 meV!, in-
elastic light scattering~0.15 meV!, and absorption and scattering resonances~0.05 meV!
measured in these structures. A titanium-sapphire laser, tunable in the range 1520
meV, with a characteristic power density 0.1–1 W/cm2 was used for photoexcitation. Th
inelastic scattering spectra were detected with a CCD camera and a Ramanor U
double monochromator; these devices gave a spectral resolution of 0.03 meV. All
surements were performed in a nonoptical cryostat with a solenoid (B50 –11 T! at a
temperature of 1.5 K. An insert consisting of two optical fibers was used. One of
fibers served for photoexcitation and the other for receiving the scattered light.
momentum transferred in light scattering was determined by the configuration o
optical fibers, and in all measurements its characteristic value~the component in the 2D
plane! corresponded to the low-momentum limit realized in the backscattering geom
and was equal to 4–53104 cm21. Special polarization measurements were perform
separately in an optical cryostat with a solenoid giving a magnetic field of 0–7 T.

3. The characteristic intersubband inelastic light-scattering spectra measured
different values of the perpendicular magnetic field and fixed energy of the pump ph
are displayed in Fig. 1. Collective spin- and charge-density excitations as well as
usually attributed3 to single-particle excitations~SPE! are observed in these spectr
Identification of the lines is made on the basis of the polarization of the inelastic
scattering spectra, since according to the selection rules charge-density oscillatio
observed in a polarization parallel to the photoexcitation and spin-density oscillation
observed in a perpendicular polarization. We specially checked that the inelastic
scattering lines, designated in Fig. 1 as CDE and SDE, were practically comp
polarized parallel and transverse to the photoexcitation polarization, respectively, a
addition the polarization directions of these lines were also preserved in a perpend
magnetic field. These experimental facts confirm the correctness of the identificati
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the SDE and CDE lines, but the polarization and spectral characteristics of the SP
that we measured in a magnetic field were at variance with the conventional inter
tion of this line in terms of single-particle excitations. We note that the manifestatio
single-particle excitations in the inelastic light-scattering spectra is also at variance
the theoretical notions, since the observation of such a process corresponds to the
bility of an intersubband transition of an electron without a collective response o
electronic system. A detailed investigation of the properties of the SPE line wil
published separately. In the present letter we shall not employ the convention3,10

method of measuring the depolarization and exchange energies on the basis of a
parison of the spectral positions of the three lines—CDE, SDE, and SPE, but rath
shall confine our attention to analyzing the energy splitting of the CDE and SDE li

One can see from Fig. 1 that the spectral positions of all observed lines depe
the perpendicular magnetic field, and under resonance conditions the intensities
lines oscillate in the field. To determine the possible influence of the input and o
resonances appearing in the inelastic light-scattering intensity when the energy
pump or scattered phonon equals the energy of a real state, we measured a se
Raman spectra in magnetic fields from 0 to 11 T~with a step of 0.1 T! for different values
of the pump photon energy from 1561 meV to 1595 meV with a step of 1 meV. It
found that despite the magnetooscillations of the intensity of all lines in the li
scattering spectrum~which depend onEL), the energy shift of all lines relative toEL is
equal for all values ofEL and in all magnetic fields. This enabled us to represent
single figure~see Fig. 2! all of the measured magnetic field dependences obtained fo
energy shift of SDE and CDE lines for different values ofEL . In this figure different
symbols correspond to different values ofEL and the magnetic fields corresponding
integer filling factors are indicated at the top~the 2D electron density was also monitore
according to the luminescence spectra measured under the same photoexcitation
tions!. As one can see from Fig. 2, the energies of both collective modes in the inte
band inelastic light-scattering spectrum depend nonmonotonically on the magnetic
and the CDE energy has pronounced minima near integer filling factors.

As was noted above, the electron-electron interaction greatly complicates the
cedure for determining the intersubband splitting (E01) in optical experiments, since

FIG. 1. Intersubband inelastic light-scattering spectra measured in a single quantum well 250 Å widT
51.5 K, EL51573 meV, and for different values of the perpendicular magnetic field. The 2D electron de
in the well isnS52.731011 cm22.
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instead of one single-particle resonance one observes two absorption or scatterin
tures, associated with the excitation of collective spin- and charge-density mode
observed. As shown earlier,5,10 the energies of these collective modes are determine
the relations

ECDE
2 5E01

2 1Edep
2 2Eex

2 , ESDE
2 5E01

2 2Eex
2 ,

where the termEdep describes the aforementioned depolarization effect and is the an
of the frequency of plasma oscillations in the directionz for a plasma with a three
dimensional densitynS /^z& ~here^z& is the characteristic thickness of the 2D channe!,4

and the termEex describes the exchange-correlation energy of a pair of particles
electron in the upper subband and a hole in the ground subband. This effect is ord
said to be exciton-like, since it lowers the transition energy.

As one can see from the formulas presented above, the energiesECDE, ESDE, and
E10 are all required in order to determineEdep andEex, but to measure only the depo
larization term it is sufficient to determine onlyECDE andESDE:

Edep
2 5ECDE

2 2ESDE
2 .

We use this relation to determine the depolarization energy experimentally. Fig
displays curves ofEdep versus the magnetic field which were obtained in this manner
three different samples with the same quantum well width but different 2D elec
densities. It is evident from the figure that this dependence is of an oscillatory char
and in all samples oscillations are observed in the quantum Hall effect regime
attribute the observed magnetic field dependence ofEdep to the oscillatory variation
occurring in the screening of the Coulomb interaction as a result of variations o
magnetoconductivity. We note that earlier11 we observed very similar oscillations o
magnetoplasma energy under conditions of the integral and fractional quantum
effect for the case of an intraband cyclotron transition. These effects are most like
the same physical nature and require theoretical explanation.

Comparing the amplitudes of the magnetooscillations of the depolarization en
that we measured on different samples showed that both increasing and decreas

FIG. 2. CDE and SDE mode energies versus the perpendicular magnetic field. The energies were mea
a single quantum well, 250 Å wide, (nS52.731011 cm22) at T51.5 K for different values ofEL . The
different symbols correspond to different values ofEL . The corresponding filling factors are shown on th
abscissa at the top.
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2D electron density results in a smoothing of the oscillations, and in samples with a
250 Å wide the maximum amplitude obtains fornS5(3 –4)31011 cm22. This fact indi-
cates that in the problem at hand the ratio of the width of the quantum well to
electron-electron distance is an important parameter.

Figure 4 shows the curve of the depolarization energy versus 2D electron dens
measured in a zero magnetic field for different single quantum wells 250 Å wide.
figure also shows~dashed line! the square-root dependence expected in the low-den
limit, since, as noted above,Edep corresponds to the energy of oscillations of a plas
with 3D densitynS /^z&. The characteristic widtĥz& of the 2D-electron wave function
giving the best agreement with experiment at low values ofnS was found to be 105 Å,
which is in reasonable agreement with the well width. The deviation ofEdep(nS) from a
square-root dependence with increasing density is due to the change in^z& as well as to
the fact that the energy of the charge-density excitations approaches the transverse
phonon energy~33.6 meV!, which results in a higher dielectric constant4 and a lower
energyECDE.

In summary, in the present work the energies of the collective excitations

FIG. 3. Depolarization energyEdep versus the magnetic field. The energies were measured for different
Å-wide quantum wells: a—nS52.731011 cm22, b—nS53.931011 cm22, c—nS52.331011 cm22. The arrows
mark the positions of the integral filling factors.

FIG. 4. Depolarization energyEdep versus the 2D electron densitynS . The measurements were performed f
B50 T in different 250-Å-wide quantum wells. The dashed line corresponds to the approximationE;B1/2.
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measured as a function of the magnetic field and 2D electron density from the inte
band inelastic light-scattering spectra, and magnetooscillations of the depolarizatio
ergy under quantum Hall effect conditions were observed.

This work was supported by grants from the Russian Fund for Fundamenta
search and from Volkswagen.
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Quantum corrections to the conductance of n -GaAs films
in a strong magnetic field

S. S. Murzin
Institute of Solid-State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovk
Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 30 December 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 3, 201–206~10 February 1998!

The conductance of dopedn-GaAs films is studied experimentally as a
function of magnetic field and temperature in strong magnetic fields
right up to the quantum limit (\vc5EF). The Hall conductanceGxy is
virtually independent of temperatureT until the transverse conductance
Gxx is quite large compared withe2/h. In strong fields, whenGxx

becomes comparable toe2/h, Gxy starts to depend onT. The difference
between the conductancesGxx at the two temperatures 4.2 and 0.35 K
depends only weakly on the magnetic fieldH over a wide range of
magnetic fields, while the conductancesGxx themselves vary strongly.
The results can be explained by quantum corrections to the conduc-
tance as a result of the electron-electron interaction in the diffusion
channel. The possibility of quantization of the Hall conductance as a
result of the electron-electron interaction is discussed. ©1998 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00803-2#

PACS numbers: 72.80.Ey, 72.20.My

As is well known, quantum interference effects change the temperature depen
of the conductance of disordered metallic systems. According to the theoretical m
in the case of weak spin-spin and spin-orbit scatterings, the change in the conducta
the normal two-dimensional metallic system in a zero magnetic field as the tempe
changes fromT0 to T is given by1,2

dG5
e2

2p2\
H @p112l022l612~p21!b~T!# ln

T

T0

2 ln
ln Tc /T0

ln Tc /T
J . ~1!

Here p is the exponent of the temperature dependence of the reciprocal of the
interruption time 1/tw}Tp, Tc is a constant of the order of the Fermi energyEF divided
by the Boltzmann constantkB , and b(T) is a function of ln(Tc /T), whose values are
presented in Ref. 1. The first termp in brackets on the right-hand side of expression~1!
is due to single-electron interference~weak localization! and the remaining terms are du
to quantum effects in the electron-electron interaction. The second, third, and f
terms are due to interaction in the diffusion channel. The second term is due t
interaction of an electron and a hole with total spinj 50, the third term is due to the
2160021-3640/98/67(3)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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interaction of an electron and hole with total spinj 51 and projection of the total spin
m50, and the fourth term is due to the interaction of an electron and hole with total
j 51 and spin projectionm561. In addition, the interaction constants arel05l6 . The
fifth term is the Maki–Thompson correction. The last term in braces is due to intera
in the Cooper channel. The first and second terms in expression~1! decrease and the
remaining terms increase the conductance with decreasing temperature. A magnet
H suppresses weak localization and the Maki–Thompson corrections in the caH
.Hw5\c/4eDtw (D is the electron diffusion coefficient!, it suppresses the correctio
due to interaction in the Cooper channel in the caseH.H int5pckBT/2eD, and in the
caseH.Hs5pkBT/gmB (g is the Lande´ factor, andmB is the Bohr magneton!, as a
result of the effect on the spin variables, it also suppresses the correction due to the
interaction in the diffusion channel with the total spin of electron and holej 51 andm
561. With the exception of the Maki–Thompson correction, the electron-electron
teraction does not affect the Hall conductance:dGxy50. We note that in transitiona
regions in terms of the magnetic field the corrections to the conductance are not
rithmic.

The results presented above were obtained for the casevct!1 (vc is the cyclotron
frequency andt is the electron relaxation time!. In strong magnetic fieldsvct@1, the
only remaining corrections are due to the electron-electron interaction in the diffu
channel and they were studied theoretically in Refs. 3–5. The authors found tha
maxima ofGxx the results are identical to the results of Ref. 6, initially obtained for
casevct!1. Specifically,dGxy50. Later, the results of Ref. 6 fordGxx were somewhat
altered.7 Apparently, similar changes must also be introduced for the case of s
magnetic fields, but this was not done. Quantum corrections in a strong field were s
experimentally, as far as I know, only in the GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures.8 It was
found that at its maxima the conductanceGxx varies logarithmically. However, no dat
on the behavior ofGxy are given in this work.

Although quantum corrections to the conductance in 2D films placed in a st
magnetic field have not been studied theoretically, it can be expected that the result
case will be identical to the results for weak magnetic fields,vct!1. The first objective
of the present work is to study experimentally the magnetic field and temperature d
dences of the conductancesGxx andGxy of 2D films of dopedn-GaAs in strong magnetic
fields right up to the quantum limit (\vc5EF , whereEF is the Fermi energy! and to
compare the experimental results with the theory of quantum corrections due to ele
electron interaction.

In Ref. 9, quantization ofGxx and, correspondingly, the appearance of minima
Gxy at temperatures less than 1 K were found in experimental samples in the quant
limit \vc.EF , while atT54.2 K Gxy andGxx are monotonic functions of the magnet
field.9 Quantization ofGxy arises forGxx comparable toe2/h, when second-order local
ization corrections can be substantial~the magnetic field suppresses first-order corr
tions!. The second objective of this work is to determine which is the more signifi
under these conditions: electron-electron interaction or localization effects.

The measurements were performed on samples prepared by molecular-beam
axy. A 0.1mm thick layer of undoped GaAs was deposited on a semi-insulating G
~100! substrate at temperatureT5410 °C. The following were deposited next: an ep
taxial layer of undoped GaAs~0.6 mm!, a GaAs/AlAs320 periodic structure with GaAs
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thicknesses equal to 10 monolayers and AlAs thicknesses equal to 5 monolaye
undoped GaAs layer~1 mm!, a layer of silicon-dopedn-GaAs~0.1mm! with a prescribed
donor density of 1.5 and 331017 cm23 for samples 2 and 3, respectively, and once ag
a layer of undoped GaAs~1 mm!. Samples 0.18 mm wide and 3 mm long with legs f
measurements of the longitudinal and transverse stresses in and transverse to the
of the samples were etched from disks. The measurements were performed with a
ac current in a magnetic field up to 11.5 T in the temperature range 0.3–4.2 K. The
measurements were performed in a field oriented perpendicular to the plane o
sample.

The volume electron densitiesn in a strongly doped layer were determined acco
ing to the periods of the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations of the transverse resistancRxx .
They equal 1.8 and 2.531017 cm23 for samples 2 and 3. The electron densitiesNs per
unit film area and the mobilitiesm52400 and 2500 cm2/V•s were found from the
resistance in a zero magnetic field and the Hall constant. The values obtained f
mobilities are close to the mobilities in single crystals with close densitiesn.10 The mean
free path lengths, equal to approximately 0.03mm, as determined from the mobilities, a
much less than the film thicknessesd. Dividing n by Ns , we determined the ‘‘effective’’
film thicknesses to be 0.07 and 0.083mm. They are somewhat less than the thicknes
of the doped layers because of the decrease in the electron density near the boun
To show in addition that the electron spectrum in the films is three-dimensional
resistance of sample 2 was measured in a magnetic field parallel to the film plan
once again perpendicular to the current. It was virtually identical to the resistance
perpendicular field~the positions of the visible maxima and minima of the Shubnikov–
Haas oscillations were also identical!.

Figure 1 displays the transverseGxx ~on a square! and HallGxy conductances versu
the magnetic field for sample 2 at temperaturesT50.35 and 4.2 K. The conductance

FIG. 1. HallGxy and transverseGxx ~on a square! conductances versus magnetic field at two temperatures.
solid curves are forT54.2 and the dashed curves forT50.35 K. Curve1—dGxx(H) ~difference of the curves
Gxx(H) at T54.2 K and atT50.35 K!, multiplied by 10. Curve2—dGxx(H)•10, calculated according to Eq
~2! with the constantsl0 andl6 obtained by fitting the temperature dependences ofGxx in Fig. 2. Curve3—
dGxx(H)•10 due to second-order localization corrections.
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were determined by converting from the transverse resistanceRxx on a square and the
Hall resistanceRxy . The transverse conductanceGxx at first increases somewhat in wea
fields and then decreases by approximately a factor of 10. AtT54.2 K Gxx is everywhere
greater than its value atT50.35 K. The curvesGxy(H) are virtually identical, with the
exception of the strongest magnetic fields in whichGxx is comparable toe2/h. The
difference dGxx5Gxx(4.2)2Gxx(0.35) at first decreases rapidly and then increa
slowly. In strong fieldsdGxx starts to oscillate, whileGxy(H) becomes temperature
dependent. The oscillations ofGxx(H) andGxy(H) at low temperatures are observed
these samples in the magnetic field range 10–23 T.9 The temperature dependenc
Gxx(T) for both samples in different magnetic fields are presented in Fig. 2. In we
fields they are close to logarithmic and in stronger fields they differ appreciably
log T.

The increase ofGxx(H) and decrease ofdGxx in a weak field are due mainly to th
suppression of weak localization. Quantum corrections in this region of magnetic
were studied in Ref. 11 on samples similar to ours. The small increase indGxx in fields
greater than 1 T and the deviation of the temperature dependences from a logarit
dependence can be attributed to the effect of a magnetic field on the corrections
conductance that are due to the electron-electron interaction in the diffusion channe
j 51 and m561. The difference between conductances in a magnetic field at
temperaturesT andT0 in this case should be2

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the dissipative conductanceGxx in different magnetic fields, indicated by
the numbers near the curves. For convenience, all curves except the bottom curve are shifted downwa
shifts D for different curves are~top to bottom! 8.37, 4.89, 1.16, 18.7, 18.13, 2.08, and 0.
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dGxx~H !5
e2

2p2\
F ~12l022l61!ln

T

T0

12l61E
0

` ]2

]v2S v

exp \v/kBT21
D

3 lnU12
vs

2

v2UdvG , ~2!

wherevs5gmBH. The experimental results cannot be fit adequately by expression~2!, if
it is assumed thatl05l61 and the interaction constant forj 50 equals 1. For this reason
we fit the experimental curves choosing as the two independent adjustable paramet
coefficienta1 of the logarithm and the coefficienta2 of the integral in expression~2!. The
results for the temperature dependences are displayed in Fig. 2. The fitted curves d
the experimental results fairly well, with the exception of the curves in 8 and 10 T
sample 3 at temperatures above 2 K. These deviations could be due to the fact th
two-dimensionality conditiond@(D\/kBT)1/2 is not satisfied. The adjustable paramet
area150.45 anda250.23 for sample 2 anda150.57 anda250.16 for sample 3. If it is
assumed that the interaction constant forj 50 equals 1, thenl050.32 andl6150.125
for sample 2 andl050.2 andl6150.1 for sample 3. The dependencesdGxx(H) calcu-
lated using the values obtained for the parametersa1 anda2 ~curve2 in Fig. 1! describe
the experimental curves well in substantial magnetic field intervals~1–7 T for sample 2!.

In fields of about 0.2 T small dips are observed in the curvesdGxx(H). These dips
cannot be due to the behavior of only a weak localization and interaction in the diffu
channel in a magnetic field. Apparently, they are due to the electron-electron intera
in the Cooper channel.

A magnetic field suppresses the first-order localization corrections to the con
tance. However, since in strong magnetic fieldsdGxx become comparable toGxx , there
arises the question of what role do localization corrections to the conductance in th
order play. According to the results obtained on the basis of the nonlinears model in a
magnetic field~see the review in Ref. 12 and references cited therein!,

b5
d ln Gxx

d ln L
52

2

~2pGxx!
2

2
6

~2pGxx!
4

1OS 1

~2pGxx!
6D . ~3!

For our values ofGxx ~in units of e2/h) only the first term on the right-hand side of th
expression need be retained. Then, solving the equation we obtain

Gxx5S Gxx,0
2 2

1

p2
ln L D 1/2

'Gxx,01
p

4p2

1

Gxx,0

ln~T/T0!, ~4!

whereL5(Dtw)1/2. The magnetic field dependence of the quantitydGxx5Gxx2Gxx,0

for this case is presented in Fig. 1~curve3!. The value ofGxx at T54.2 K was taken as
Gxx,0 and it is assumed thatp51, just as in a zero magnetic field.1,11 The values of
dGxx(H) computed in this manner are much smaller than the experimental values~see
Fig. 1!, i.e., the electron-electron interaction dominates.

Let us discuss the effect of the electron-electron interaction in films withGxx and
Gxy.e2/h at low temperatures. As temperature decreases, the dissipative condu
Gxx decreases as a result of the electron-electron interaction, while the Hall conduc
Gxy does not change. It the dissipative conductance vanishes, then according to L
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lin’s gauge arguments the Hall conductance should be quantized.13 Therefore it can be
expected that the electron-electron interaction, which decreasesGxx , ultimately will re-
sult in quantization ofGxy5 ie2/h. Since there are no distinguished values ofi , Gxy will
apparently approach one of the closest quantized values as temperature decreas
transitional regions whereGxy is not quantized and correspondingly,Gxx approaches a
constant value should exist. Such behavior of films was conjectured by Khmel’nitsk� on
the basis of a single-electron analysis.14 However, forGxx.e2/h the temperature depen
dence ofGxx due to the interaction is stronger than the temperature dependence oGxx

due to single-electron effects. Therefore the quantization ofGxy should be due mainly to
the electron-electron interaction. In this case, the quantization ofGxy and the decrease o
Gxx should apparently be accompanied by the appearance of Coulomb gaps at the
level.

In summary, the experimental results are described quite well by quantum co
tions, due to electron-electron interaction in the diffusion channel, to the conductan
it is assumed that eitherl0Þl61 or the second term in brackets in expression~1! is
different from 1. The quantization of the Hall conductance observed in Ref. 9 is ap
ently due to the electron-electron interaction.

I wish to thank N. T. Moshchegov and A. I. Toropov for preparing the samples.
work was supported by the Government Programs ‘‘Physics of Solid-State Nano
tures’’ ~Grant 1-085/4! and ‘‘Statistical Physics.’’
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Transformation of the dimensionality of excitonic states
in quantum wells with asymmetric barriers in an
electric field

Yu. A. Aleshchenko,a) I. P. Kazakov, V. V. Kapaev, and Yu. V. Kopaev
P. N. Lebedev Physical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Ru

~Submitted 5 January 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 3, 207–211~10 February 1998!

A transformation of the dimensionality of excitonic states from 2D to
3D with increasing external electric field is observed in single
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs quantum-well structures with asymmetric barriers.
The binding energy of a 2D exciton remains constant over a wide range
of variation of the field, since the decrease in the binding energy is
compensated by increasingly larger penetration of the electronic wave
function into the barrier layer, where the exciton binding energy is
higher because the effective mass is larger and the dielectric constant of
AlGaAs is lower than that of GaAs. When the maximum of the electron
wave function is displaced into the barrier as the field increases, the
exciton binding energy decreases. As the field increases further, a 2D
exciton transforms into a quasi-3D exciton, with a heavy hole in the
quantum well and an electron in a resonant above-barrier state.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00903-7#

PACS numbers: 71.35.Cc, 78.66.Fd, 78.55.Cr

The problem of energy levels in a potential well with asymmetric barriers is w
known from quantum mechanics.1 In contrast to a well with symmetric barriers, where
least one energy level always exists, the presence of a bound state for a particle wit
m in a square well of widthd with barriersU1ÞU2 and massesm1 andm2 is determined
by the condition

d
A2mU1

\
>tan21Am1

m2
S U1

U2

21D .

For smaller values ofd, as has been confirmed experimentally for the example of si
GaAs/InGaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells with asymmetric barriers,2 a bound state does no
exist, and the corresponding excitonic peak in the photoluminescence spectra van

In a previous work3 we investigated the dispersion lawE(k) for quantum wells with
asymmetric barriers. It was shown that a localized electron state exists in a limited
of wave vectors (0,kc) in the direction of the layers of the structure. A 2D–3D transf
mation of the states occurs atk5kc ; in addition, an electric field makes it possible
control the value ofkc , i.e., the dimension of the states. In the present work we un
2220021-3640/98/67(3)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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took detailed photoluminescence investigations of this effect in structures consisti
single GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells with asymmetric barriers. A characteristic featu
the measurements performed in an electric field was that an electron tends to delo
~the bound state vanishes! as the field increases, while for a hole, conversely, the qu
tum well becomes deeper. It was found, specifically, that in contrast to Ref. 2 b
states of an exciton remain in the structure over a wide range of electric fields, w
localized state of an electron in a quantum well no longer exists.

Undoped quantum wells of widthd510, 4, and 3 nm, confined between the top a
bottom AlxGa12xAs barrier layers with compositionsx50.4 andx50.06 and thicknesse
of 10 and 30 nm, respectively, were grown on semi-insulating GaAs substrates with
nm thick GaAs buffer layer by molecular-beam epitaxy. The quantum-well widths w
chosen so that in structures withd510 and 4 nm a bound state of an electron would ex
in a well without the application of an external electric field, while in a structure w
d53 nm there would be no bound state. The electric field could be controlled by i
ducing a 50 nm thickn1GaAs:Si~1018 cm23) layer after the buffer layer as the botto
electrode and doping the top protective 10 nm thick GaAs layer with Si up to 1018 cm23.
The active layers of the structure were confined between the top and bottom sp
n1Al xGa12xAs:Si with compositionsx50.4 andx50.06 and thicknesses 30 and 25 n
respectively. The doping levels of the spacers (6.531017 cm23 for the top layer and
(326)31016 cm23 for the bottom layer! were chosen so as to ensure that the flat-b
condition is satisfied in the absence of external perturbations. The photolumines
spectra were measured at a temperature of 80 K with excitation by 488 nm Ar1 laser
radiation and power density on the sample of not more than 40 W/cm2. The spectra were
analyzed with a DFS-24 double monochromator and detected with a photomultipl
the photon-counting mode.

Figure 1 shows the spectra of structures withd510, 4, and 3 nm~spectra a, b, and
c, respectively!; the short-wavelength sections of the corresponding spectra are disp
in the inset. The peaksB1 andB2, which occur in all spectra, at 1.585 and near 2.07
are due to the contributions of the bottom and top AlGaAs barrier layers. The positi
these peaks, taking account of the binding energies of AlxGa12xAs excitons,4 confirms

FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra of structures withd510 ~a!, 4 ~b!, and 3~c! nm at 80 K. Inset: Short-
wavelength sections of the corresponding spectra measured with 10–20-fold amplification.
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that the layer compositions are close to the nominal compositions withx50.06 and 0.4.
The intense exciton peakW, due to the first size-quantization sublevels of electrons
heavy holes (C1 –H1) in the 10-nm-wide quantum well, dominates the spectrum a.
d54 nm the peakW of the quantum well approaches the low-barrier peakB1, and in
addition the intensity of the peak decreases and the peak itself broadens, since th
level C1 is near the top of the low barrier. In the spectrum of the structure withd53 nm,
where there is no bound state of an electron in the well, only the low-barrier lum
cence peakB1 is present.

To follow the evolution of the excitonic state of the quantum well with continuo
variation of the height of the low barrier, a top half-transmitting Ni electrode was de
ited on structures withd54 and 3 nm and contacts to the electrode and to then1 buffer
layer were prepared. As the voltageU applied to the half-transmitting electrode vari
from 10.4 to 21.4 V, the intensity of theC1 –H1 photoluminescence peak for th
structure withd54 nm diminishes and the peak itself broadens and slowly shifts to lo
energies~curve1 in Fig. 2!, since the quadratic Stark effect for direct transitions is v
weak, while the Franz–Keldysh effect is less than the error in our measurements. F
same reasons, the position of the excitonic peakB1 of the low barrier remains practically
unchanged~curve2!, though it too weakens and broadens with decreasingU as a result
of the weakening of the Coulomb attraction between the electron and hole, formin
exciton, in an electric field. Besides this factor, the increase in the asymmetry o
potential relief for electrons asU decreases also plays an important role in the weaken
of the peakC1 –H1 for the structure withd54 nm.

To interpret the results obtained we performed calculations of the energy o
localized states of electrons and holes as a function of the electric fieldE, using a method
similar to that of Ref. 3. The electric fieldE was converted into the potential differenc
U applied to the sample by solving the Poisson equation taking account of all la
comprising the structure. The line 3 in Fig. 2 corresponds to the energy obtained i
manner for the transitionsC1 –H1 ~the transitionEhc in the inset to Fig. 2!. We note that
the experimental and theoretical curves are nearly parallel over a substantial v
range~from 10.4 to20.6 V!, since the decrease occurring in the binding energy of
C1 –H1 exciton asU decreases is compensated by the increasingly larger penetrati

FIG. 2. Curves versus the voltage applied to the top half-transmitting electrode forC1 –H1 ~curve 1! and
low-barrier~curve2! excitonic peaks as well as for energiesEhc andEhb of structures withd54 nm ~curves3
and4!. Inset: Schematic illustration of the choice of the parametersEhc andEhb .
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the electron wave function into the low barrier, where, on account of the larger effe
mass and the lower dielectric constant in AlGaAs than in GaAs, the binding energy o
exciton is higher. According to the calculations, the electron level leaves the well
Uc520.6 V.

Despite the fact that the electron level leaves the well atUc520.6 V, the excitonic
peakW of the quantum well is also observed forU,Uc . This last circumstance can b
explained on the basis of notions similar to the ‘‘Coulomb well’’ model. This mode
successful in explaining the substantial oscillator strengths of excitonic transitio
~In, Ga!As/GaAs, CdTe/~Cd, Zn!Te, and CdTe/~Cd, Mn!Te heterostructures with a clos
to zero valence-band offset~see, for example, Ref. 5!. In our case, the electron-confinin
potential creates a heavy hole, for which the low barrier increases with increasing
tive voltage on the top electrode. For this reason, theC1 –H1 transition in the structure
with d54 nm remains direct in real space and the corresponding excitonic pe
observed in the spectra at voltages belowUc520.6 V also. The additional electron
confining Coulomb potential increases the depth of the well for an electron by an am
d, equal to several meV. This results in a shift ofUc in the direction of smaller values o
U as the ratio ofd to the initial height of the low barrier, but the luminescence pea
also observed for much lower values ofU. In the region21.4 V ,U,Uc the lumines-
cence is most likely due to a transition between the localized-holeH1 state and electronic
states in the continuous spectrum, whose energy falls near the top of the low barrie~the
quantityEhb in the inset in Fig. 2!. The dotted curve4 in Fig. 2 reflects the dependenc
of Uhb on U. The maximum of the wave function for such states now lies in the bar
By its very nature, this is a quasi-3D exciton. For voltages across the structure i
range from20.7 V to 21.2 V, the experimental curve in Fig. 2 approaches the curv4
as a result of a decrease in the exciton binding energy with increasing field.

The sharp voltage dependence of the position of the luminescence peak in the
U,21.4 V attests to the fact that in this region the exciton becomes substan
indirect. Such an exciton can exist only in the presence of some structure in the co
ous spectrum of electronic states. In our opinion, this structure could be due to reson
in the continuous spectrum as a result of reflections on the jump in the potential fo
at the heterointerface between the Al0.06Ga0.94As barrier and the bottomn1GaAs contact
layer. In such a case, the exciton is formed by an electron in a resonance state
heavy hole localized in the quantum well, while the overlapping of the correspon
wave functions, which is necessary for the oscillator strength to be finite, is produc
electron tunneling from the resonance state into the quantum well through a trian
barrier. As the voltage on the structure varies from21.4 V to 21.6 V, the width of the
triangular barrier at the level of the resonance state changes from 0 to 25 nm.

At voltages from21.4 V to 21.6 V we noted a strong nonlinearity in the curve
the integrated intensity of the peakW of the quantum well versus the power of th
exciting radiation. This nonlinearity can be explained by the screening of the ext
electric field by photoexcited charge carriers. The effect of the screening is that a
power of the exciting radiation increases, the effective field decreases and correspo
the flat section of the curve1 in Fig. 2, where the quasi-3D exciton is direct, and t
intensity of the peakW increases sharply. The peak of the quantum-well exciton ca
traced in the spectra of the structure withd54 nm up to a voltage of21.6 V. At higher
voltages, the electric field tears apart the quasi-3D above-barrier exciton. The
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dimensional exciton of the low Al0.05Ga0.95As barrier is torn apart by an even weak
field, as is indicated by the vanishing of the corresponding peakB1 even at a voltage of
21.45 V ~curve2 in Fig. 2!.

We also attempted to produce an electronic bound state in an electric field.
structure withd53 nm at temperature 80 K andU50 there is no electronic bound sta
in the quantum well, so that it is possible to record only the low-barrier peakb1 in the
luminescence spectrum~spectrum c in Fig. 1!. As the temperature decreases to 20
long-lived states appear in the structures. These states are due to the strong built-i
opposing the external electric field. The built-in field has the effect that even at a vo
of 21.0 V on a structure withd53 nm a weak shoulder caused by the contribution of
quantum-well exciton~arrow in spectrum a in Fig. 3! is noticeable in the spectrum. Th
peaks at 1.59 and 1.62 eV are due to contributions of the low-barrier excitons with h
and light holes, respectively. As the voltage on the structure increases, the asymm
the potential relief for electrons decreases, an electron state is present in the well, a
intensity of the quantum-well exciton increases~the peak opposite the arrows in spectru
b in Fig. 3, measured with a voltage of10.6 V on the structure!.

We acknowledge V. I. Tsekhosh for growing the structures and S. S. Shmele
lithography and preparation of the contacts. This work was supported by the Ru
Fund for Fundamental Research and the Russian Interdisciplinary Science and Te
ogy Program ‘‘Physics of Solid-State Nanostructures.’’
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FIG. 3. Photoluminescence spectra of structures withd53 nm, measured at temperature 20 K and voltag
21.0 V ~a! and10.6 V ~b! on the top electrode. The arrow marks the contribution of the quantum-well exc
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Phase transitions in the ferromagnetic alloys
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The phase diagram of the cubic ferromagnetic shape-memory alloy
Ni21xMn12xGa is constructed theoretically for the case when the Curie
temperature is close to the structural transition temperature. This dia-
gram agrees well with the experimental data obtained from resistance
and magnetic susceptibility measurements. It is shown that the transi-
tion from the paramagnetic cubic phase to the ferromagnetic tetragonal
phase can be second-order or first-order. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01003-2#

PACS numbers: 75.50.Cc, 81.30.Bx, 75.30.Kz

The only compound among Mn-containing Heusler alloys that undergoes a ma
sitic structural transformation to a ferromagnetic phase is the compound Ni2MnGa ~Refs.
1 and 2!. For the stoichiometric composition, the ferromagnetic transition tempera
(TC5376 K! differs substantially from the structural transition temperature (TM5202
K!. The temperaturesTC andTM can be changed by purposefully varying the compo
tion of this compound. To realize such a possibility, some of the Mn atoms mus
replaced by Ni atoms in the alloy. Then the distance between the Mn atoms incre
and the exchange integral and together with it the magnetic transition temperatuTC

decrease. At the same time, when such a substitution is made, the electron density
structural transition temperatureTM increase. In this way it is in principle possible t
makeTM equal toTC in the alloy Ni21xMn12xGa for some value of the concentrationx.
The problem of the convergence of the structural and magnetic transition temper
toward one another is important, since for such an alloy this opens up the possibi
using a magnetic field to control effectively the shape memory of the material.

In the present letter the possible magnetic and structural phase transitions in a
ferromagnet are analyzed theoretically for the case when the magnetic and stru
transition temperatures are close to one another, and the phase diagram obta
compared with the experimental data. It is shown experimentally that the tempera
2270021-3640/98/67(3)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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TC andTM become equal atx50.1620.19. ThenTM'TC;335615 K.

To analyze the phase diagram of the ferromagnet Ni21xMn12xGa we shall employ
the Landau phenomenological model of phase transitions. We shall study a cubic
magnet with the point symmetry groupOh with a magnetic phase transition, accomp
nied by the appearance of a spontaneous magnetizationM , and with a characteristic
ferroelastic phase transition to a tetragonal phase withD4h symmetry during which spon
taneous strains arise.3–5 In this case, the order parameters describing structural tran
mations are components of the macroscopic strain tensoreik . We shall describe the
magnetic phase transitions by the components of the macroscopic magnetizationM . The
expression for the free energy of the ferromagnet, after it is minimized with respect t
components of the strain tensor that are not responsible for the structural phase tran
assumes the form

F5F01
1

2
a~e2

21e3
3!1

1

3
be3~e3

223e2
2!1

1

4
c~e2

21e3
2!21BF 1

A2
e2~m1

22m2
2!

1
1

A6
e3~3m3

22m2!G1
1

2
a~m1

21m2
21m3

2!1
1

4
d~m1

21m2
21m3

2!21K~m1
2m2

2

1m2
1m3

21m3
2m1

2!, ~1!

wherea5a0(T2TC); d andK are, respectively, the magnetostriction-renormalized
change constant and the first cubic anisotropy constant;e25(exx2eyy)/A2; e35(2ezz

2exx2eyy)/A6; a, b, andc are, respectively, linear combinations of the second-, thi
and fourth-order elastic constants:a5c112c12, b5(c1112c1122c123)/6A6, c5(c1111

1c111223c112228c1123)/48,m5M /M0 , M0 is the saturation magnetization far from th
Curie point, andB is the relativistic magnetostriction constant. As the point of
structural phase transition from the cubic to the tetragonal phase with the two-comp
order parametere2 , e3 is approached, the elastic modulusa5c112c12 approaches zero
and near the transition pointT5TM it can be written in the forma5a0(T2TM). The
presence of third-order terms in the free energy gives rise to a first-order stru
transition.

To find all possible structural and magnetic phases the energy~1! must be mini-
mized with respect to the variablese2 , e3 , m1 , m2 , andm3 . As a result, we obtain the
following states of the ferromagnet and the conditions under which they are s
assuming for definiteness thatb.0, c.0, K,0, andB.0 ~which corresponds to mag
netization orientation in the crystallographic direction@111# in the cubic phase in the
stoichiometric alloy Ni2MnGa!:

1! the cubic paramagnetic phase—m15m25m350, e25e350 is stable fora>0,
a>0;

2! the tetragonal paramagnetic phase—m15m25m350, e250, e352(b1(b2

14ac)1/2)/2c is stable fora>2Bb/A6c, a<b2/4c,

a>b2/4c2S A6
a

4B
Ac2

b

2Ac
D 2

;
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3! the cubic ferromagnetic phase—e25e350, m15m25m35m/(3)1/2, m25
2a/(d24q/3), whereq5uKu, is stable fora<0, a>B2/q;

4! the tetragonal canted ferromagnetic phase

m1
25m2

252
1

3

a

d24q/3
1

Be3

A6q
, m3

252
1

3

a

d24q/3
2

2Be3

A6q
,

e250, e352
b1Ab224c~a2B2/q!

2c
,

is stable for

a<b2/4c1B2/q, a>b2/4c1B2/q2S A2/3
q

B
•

a

d24q/3
Ac1

b

2Ac
D 2

,

a<2A6bB~d24q/3!/4cq;

5! the tetragonal collinear ferromagnetic phase

m15m250, m3
252~a14Be3 /A6!/d,

e250, ae31be3
21c3

31A2

3
Bm250,

is stable in the region bounded by the curves

a5b2/4c1B2/q2S A2/3
qaAc

B~d24q/3!
1

b

2Ac
D 2

, ~a<0!,

a5b2/4c2S A6
a

4b
Ac2

b

2Ac
D 2

~a>0!

and the discriminant curve of the cubic equation determining the straine3 in the given
phase.

In the cubic ferromagnetic phase 3 the magnetizationM i @111#. In the canted
ferromagnetic tetragonal phase 4,M changes direction from@111# to @001# as the tem-
perature increases. Finally, in the tetragonal collinear phase 5 one hasM i @001#. It
follows from symmetry considerations that besides these states, other tetragonal
whose energy and regions of stability are the same as those indicated above, can
realized in the ferromagnet. States withM i @100# andM i @010# are equivalent in terms
of energy to phase 5. Accordingly, canted states, which are analogous to phase 4
which the magnetization changes direction from@111# to @100# and @010#, can also be
realized. The presence of several phases with the same energies and regions of s
results in the existence of structural and magnetic domains in ferromagnets. We no
from the standpoint of the tetragonal distortion of the lattice, phase 5 has the
symmetry as phase 4, and for this reason transitions between these phases are i
tural.

The lines of phase transitions between possible states are determined from th
dition that the energies of the phases are equal. To compare theory with experime
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present here the phase diagram in the coordinates temperatureT versus concentrationx.
For this, we propose the following linear dependence of the temperaturesTM andTC on
x:

TM5TM022b2/~9ca0!2B2/~qa0!1kx, TC5TC02gx, ~2!

whereTM0 andTC0 are the temperatures of the martensitic and magnetic transitions
stoichiometric composition (x50), andk andg are proportionality coefficients.

The lines of the phase transitions in the variablesT–x have the form

~1!⇔~2! T5TM02B2/~a0q!1kx; ~3!

~1!⇔~3! T5TC02gx; ~4!

~3!⇔~4! T5TM01kx. ~5!

The analytical expressions for the remaining transition lines are too complicate
present here. TheT–x phase diagram is displayed in Fig. 1. The coordinates of
characteristic points of this diagram are:

A $xA5@TC018bB/3A6ca02TM01B2/qa0#/~k1g!,

TA5@k~TC018bB/3A6ca0!1g~TM02B2/qa0!#/~k1g!%;

H: $xH5@TC02TM022bB~d24q/3!/A6qca0#/~k1g!,

TH5@k~TC022bB~d24q/3!/A6qca0!1gTM0#/~k1g!%;

E $xE5@TC02TM02B2/qa024B2/3da0#/~k1g!,

TE5@kTC01g~TM02B2/qa014B2/3da0!#/~k1g!%.

The following phase transitions from the paramagnetic cubic phase 1 are pos
along the lineAB—A first-order structural phase transition to the tetragonal param
netic phase 2; along the lineEC—an isostructural second-order transition to a cu

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of a cubic ferromagnet in the (T,x) plane ~schematic!. The numbers enumerate th
phases. The solid lines are lines of phase transitions.
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ferromagnetic phase 3 withM i @111#; and, along the lineEA—a first-order magnetic
and structural phase transition to the tetragonal ferromagnetic phase 5. Besides th
sition 1–2 described above, an isostructural second-order magnetic transition fro
tetragonal paramagnetic phase 2 to the tetragonal ferromagnetic phase 5~line AD) is also
possible. First-order structural and orientational transitions to the tetragonal phases~line
HH8) and 5~line HE) are also possible from the cubic ferromagnetic phase 3. A sec
order isostructural orientational phase transition to the phase 5~line HK) occurs from the
phase 4.

The experimental phase diagram constructed for the alloys Ni21xMn12xGa from
measurements of the resistance and magnetic susceptibility is displayed in Fig. 2
can see that in the concentration interval 0,x,0.19 the experimental data are in qua
tative agreement with the computedx–T diagram. Thus, it follows from Figs. 1 and
that the temperature of the magnetic phase transition from the cubic paramagnetic
1 to the cubic ferromagnetic phase 3 decreases linearly with concentration. The tem
ture of the phase transition from the cubic ferromagnetic phase 3 to the tetragonal
magnetic phases 4 and 5~differing by the orientation of the magnetization relative to t
crystallographic axes! increases with concentration.

It follows from the phase diagram that the transition between the cubic paramag
and ferromagnetic phases~the lineEC) and the tetragonal paramagnetic and ferrom
netic phases~the lineAD) are second-order phase transitions. This is a typical situa
for phase transitions in magnets at the Curie point. The transition from the cubic
magnetic phase to a martensitic tetragonal ferromagnetic phase is, however, a firs
phase transition~the lineEA). This effect is entirely due to the interaction of the stru
tural and magnetic order parameters. For close values ofTM andTC , the first-order phase
transition is accompanied by the existence of a latent heat of transition and hyster
the temperature dependences of the resistance and magnetic susceptibility.

The work was supported by Russian Fund for Fundamental Research Grant 9
19755 and ISSEP Grant 615p.

FIG. 2. Experimentalx–T phase diagram of the system of alloys Ni21xMn12xGa: h—TC , s—TM .
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Radio-frequency modulation of the reflection of light in
semiconductor heterostructures

O. A. Ryabushkina) and V. A. Sablikov
Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 14112
Fryazino, Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 5 January 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 3, 217–221~10 February 1998!

A contact-free method of modulation spectroscopy of semiconductor
heterostructures is developed. The method employs the effect of an
intensity-modulated rf or microwave field on the reflection of the probe
light and makes it possible to investigate electron-hole interaction
effects in different layers of a heterostructure. A model is proposed
which explains the characteristic features of the rf-modulated optical
reflection spectra observed on selectively doped GaAs/AlGaAs hetero-
structures is proposed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01103-7#

PACS numbers: 78.66.Fd, 78.40.Fy, 78.70.Gq

1. Optical methods, such as photoluminescence~PL! spectroscopy and modulatio
spectroscopy, have been used to investigate semiconductors and semiconductor st
for more than 40 years now. In modulation spectroscopy, the electroreflectance~ER!
method, which is used in a wide temperature range, and its contact-free modificat
the photoreflectance~PR! method are most widely used. Despite their obvious advanta
these methods do have drawbacks that limit their applicability. In the ER method
drawback is the need to produce electrical contacts, while in the case of PR a
temperatures there arises the problem of separating the PR and PL spectra. This h
because of the strong increase~by several orders of magnitude! in the PL amplitude
which makes it difficult to measure reflection. This problem is especially acute for m
ern heterostructures, in the investigation of which PR is used to determine the built-i
photoinduced electric fields.1 In the present letter we propose a contact-free method
modulation spectroscopy that preserves the advantages of the PR and ER metho
can be used right down to ultralow temperatures. The method is based on modula
the reflection of the probe light by a rf or microwave electric field. Two measurem
regimes are possible:

1! If the amplitude of the field is constant in time, then a change in the op
reflection is detected at the frequency of this field, which can be quite high~all the way
up to ;1012 Hz!. This is essentially the case of electroreflection in the rf or microw
ranges;

2! if, however, an amplitude-modulated microwave field is used, then the op
2330021-3640/98/67(3)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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response is detected at the modulation frequency; in this case, the rf or micro
modulation reflectance—RMR or MMR—method is realized.2–4

2. The experiments were performed on GaAs/AlxGa12xAs semiconductor hetero
structures with a two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG!. The heterostructure was san
wiched between flat capacitor plates, to which an amplitude-modulated voltageUr f (1
1sin(Vt))sin(2pft) was applied. The frequencyf of the field varied from 105 to 3
3107 Hz. The amplitudeEr f of the rf field was equal to;103 V/cm, and the modulation
frequency was equal to 102–104 Hz. The probe light beam was brought up to the sam
and extracted by means of the optical fibersF2 andF3 through a small opening in the
capacitor plate~Fig. 1!. The spectrum-integrated intensity of the probe light beam va
in the range 1025–1 W/cm2. The RMR signal was measured by synchronous detectio
the modulation frequency. Besides RMR, measurements of PR and PL were als
formed. Optical excitation was performed with a He–Ne laser (l5633 nm!, whose
radiation was delivered through the optical fiberF1. The excitation intensity was modu
lated at a low frequency 102–103 Hz. It is important that in the RMR method studie
there is no optical pumping and for this reason there are no PL or PR signals.

Figure 2 shows the PR and RMR spectra taken at a temperature of 290 K in a
Er f ;103 V/cm for a GaAs/AlxGa12xAs (x;0.2) heterostructure with a GaAs buffe
layer ;0.7 mm thick. The method used in the present work to obtain the RMR spe
with low-frequency modulation of the rf field is simplest to implement, and it is m
informative in the case when internal fields which vary slowly in time are under stud

FIG. 1. Spatial arrangement of the heterostructure, the optical fibers (F1 , F2 , F3), and the rf fieldEr f .

FIG. 2. Photoreflectance~PR! and rf modulation reflectance~RMR! spectra at room temperature. The vertic
arrows indicate the band gaps in GaAs and AlGaAs. For clarity, the RMR spectrum is shifted by20.5 units
relative to the zero level.
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the case when fast processes in heterostructures are of interest, it is best to meas
spectra at a high frequency, which are synchronous with the rf or microwave field.

Figure 3 displays RMR and PL spectra at 77 K. A characteristic feature of the R
spectrum is the high amplitude of the oscillations forhn,EgGaAs. These oscillations are
due to excitonic states in the GaAs buffer layer. Oscillations in a wide range of ene
hn from 1.505 to 1.85 eV, which are due to the Franz–Keldysh effect, are also inte
ing. It would be interesting to compare these spectra with the PR spectra. Howeve
characteristic amplitudes of the PR signal at 77 K are extremely low—at the level o
PL signal. In contrast to the PR spectra, however, the characteristic amplitudes
RMR signals increase by several orders of magnitude as the temperature decrease
K. In our view, the main advantages of the RMR method appear at low tempera
when RMR spectra are recorded, there are no photoinduced charge carriers and he
recombination of photoinduced charge carriers.

3. Let us now analyze the RMR signal for the example of a selectively do
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure. The spectrum of the RMR signal near the absorption
is shown in Fig. 4a. The quite complicated form of the spectrum indicates that se
processes, occurring at the optical reflection depth, are involved. This depth is o
order of the reciprocal of the light absorption coefficient athn;Eg , which for GaAs
equals;1 –2mm. Therefore the detected signal is determined by the buffer layer an
substrate region adjoining it.

The RMR signal is due to the change induced by the rf field in the electric fiel
these parts of the heterostructure. Since the measurements are performed in the re

FIG. 3. RMR (Er f 533103 V/cm! and PL spectra at 77 K.
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low-frequency modulation, the RMR is due to the low-frequency component of the fi
this component arises as a result of the detection of the external high-frequency fiel
oscillations in the RMR spectrum with photon energy above 1.51 eV are evidently d
the Franz–Keldysh effect in the region of strong fields in the buffer layer. The sharp
for hn,Eg are due to the electron-hole Coulomb interaction. As is well known,1,4–11

such an interaction changes the permittivity and produces the sharp features obse
the modulation spectra for sufficiently weak electric fields~compared withEx;e/ax

2 ,
whereax is the exciton radius!. The fieldEx;103 V/cm, and therefore such an exciton
effect could be due only to the part of the GaAs buffer layer where the field is weak
near a superlattice layer~Fig. 5!. However, neither the excitonic ‘‘line’’ nor the Franz
Keldysh oscillations permit describing completely the structure of the observed spe
at hn;1.51 eV. The RMR peak observed here is due to interband transitions in a
field in the absence of an excitonic effect. Such a situation is realized in the layer o
substrate adjoining the superlattice layer.

In summary, the following three-layer model of the part of the heterostructure
determines optical reflection~Fig. 5! can be used to describe the observed spectrum

1! layer 1, where the strong fieldE1 is concentrated and which adjoins the tw
dimensional electrons;

2! layer 2, bordering the superlattice and possessing a weak electric fieldEx that
does not destroy the excitonic states; and,

3! layer 3, which borders the substrate and where a built-in electric fieldE3 is

FIG. 4. a—RMR spectrum at 77 K withEr f ;53102 V/cm, spectral resolution 0.5 meV; b—computed RM
spectrum of a heterostructure~solid line! and components due to the layers 1, 2, and 3~curves1, 2, and3!.
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likewise present and, as one can see from Fig. 5, is directed opposite to the fieldE1.

The reflection spectrum calculated for this model is presented in Fig. 4b. The
tribution of layer 1 is obtained according to the Aspnes theory9 taking account of the
broadening and optical transitions from the heavy-hole subband. The contributio
layer 2 with a strong excitonic effect was found by subtracting the excitonic spectru
the absence and presence of an external field taking account of the change in the
and position of the excitonic level.1,5,6,10The contribution of interband transitions in laye
3 was calculated as the third energy derivative9 of the dielectric function for the critica
point M0. It is significant that a spectrum shape agreeing with experiment is obtain
the phase of the low-frequency component of the field in layers 2 and 3 is opposite
phase of the field in layer 1. This means that the built-in electric field in regions 2 a
is most likely directed opposite to the field in layer 1. The total optical reflection c
ficient was calculated taking account of the arrangement of the layers in the samp
the absorption and interference of light. To obtain quantitative agreement betwee
computed and observed spectra, it was necessary to take account of the temp
modulation of the permittivity. The broadening of the low-energy edge (hn;1.421.5
eV! of the spectrum is due to the heat effect. The best agreement between the com
and experimentally observed RMR spectrum in the energy range 1.48–1.54
achieved with the following parameters: broadening in the regions 1, 2, and 3 equ
respectively,G155 meV, G252.0 meV, andG352.2 meV; the built-in electric field in
the region 1E1523103 V/cm; the amplitude of the low-frequency component of the
field E1523103 V/cm ~in region 1!, E25103 V/cm ~in region 2!, andE35103 V/cm ~in
region 3!; the rf field induced heatingDT5331023 K. The remaining parameters re
quired for the calculations are taken from the literature.6–8,11

In summary, the observed spectra have a clear physical nature and a quan
description of the spectrum can be obtained on the basis of a quite simple physical m
The qualitative difference between the RMR and PR spectra can be explained by th
that the PR spectrum is determined by the regions of the sample where built-in el
fields are present and give rise to spatial redistribution of the nonequilibrium ch
carriers and thereby produce the photoinduced electric field that is responsible f
modulation of the reflection coefficient. For this reason, for example, the excitonic ef
in the PR spectrum are quite weak, since they are significant in regions with a weak

FIG. 5. Schematic arrangement of the layers and the energy diagram of the experimental structure. Th
buffer layer is conventionally divided into three regions:1! strong-field region~2DEG localization region!, 2!
excitonic region,3! weak-field region, GaAs region, containing the boundary of the buffer layer and
substrate.
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In the case of RMR, however, the low-frequency ac electric field arises in the e
sample, including in locations where the internal electric fields are weak. In our ex
ments this led to the appearance of optical responses, which are absent in the PR
trum, from layers 2 and 3.

The proposed method makes it possible to investigate the electron-hole inter
in layers of semiconductor structures with strongly different built-in electric fields.
account of the low intensity of the probe light and the absence of a pump light, non
librium charge carriers do not arise and there is no PL. This is the reason wh
proposed method holds promise for developing methods of nondestructive diagn
and for investigating semiconductor heterostructures in a wide temperature range.

This work was supported in part by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Res
~Grant 96-02-18476-a! and the Russian Ministry of Science in the program ‘‘Physics
solid-state nanostructures’’~Grant 97-1054!.
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On the unified nature of the longitudinal and transverse
acoustoelectric effects in type-II superconductors

E. D. Gutlyanski a)

Scientific-Research Institute of Physics at Rostov State University, 344090 Rostov-on
Russia
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A longitudinal ultrasonic wave should drag the vortex structure of su-
perconductors at an acute angle with respect to the direction of wave
propagation. This motion engenders longitudinal and transverse electric
fields in the superconductor and, moreover, effects of the ‘‘optical rec-
tification’’ type contribute to the observed longitudinal and transverse
electric fields. The effect should be observed in all type-II supercon-
ductors above the irreversibility line. Both fields have extrema with
respect to temperature and magnetic field. In contrast to the acousto-
electric effect in the normal state, the sign of the induced electric field
depends on the external magnetic field. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01203-1#

PACS numbers: 74.60.2w, 72.50.1b

It is well known that in any solid with normal electrons~for example, in metals,
semiconductors, and so on! a longitudinal ultrasonic wave will drag electrons.1 In Refs.
2–4 it was shown theoretically that a longitudinal ultrasonic wave can give rise to m
of a vortex structure in the direction of wave propagation, that this motion results in
appearance of a transverse electric field, and that effects of the ‘‘optical rectifica
type make a comparable contribution to this field.4 Such an electric field has been o
served experimentally by Zavaritski�

5 and is related with the drag effect. In Refs. 6 and
it was found that the conventional acoustoelectric effect~longitudinal electric field!
changes sign below the superconducting transition point. In Ref. 8 the existence o
electric field was explained theoretically by the presence of normal charge carriers
superconductor below the transition point and by the fact that above and below
transition point the normal charge carriers are holes and electrons, respectively.

The objective of the present letter is to show that the longitudinal and transv
acoustoelectric effects are of a unified nature and are consequences of both the ex
of a mobile vortex structure and the characteristic features of the acoustovortex in
tion. Let us consider a uniform and isotropic superconductor in an external magnetic
B0 directed along the negativez axis. For definiteness, let us assume that an ultras
plane wave propagates in the positive direction along they axis and has the formU
5U0exp(iky2ivt), whereU is the deformation vector of the ion lattice of the superco
ductor,k is the wave vector, andv is the frequency of the oscillations. We shall write a
2390021-3640/98/67(3)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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equations in the laboratory coordinate system. In this case the first London equatio
the form9

L
] j s

]t
5E2Bn3Ẇ, ~1!

whereL5m/nsq
25lL

2m0; m, q, andns are the mass, charge, and density of the sup
conducting charge carriers, respectively;lL is the London penetration depth;E is the
intensity of the electric field in the laboratory coordinate system;Ẇ is the local velocity
of the vortex structure; and,Bn is the magnetic induction produced by the vortex struct
of the superconductor.

The superconducting current can be expressed in terms of the total electric cur
the system and the ionic current~we neglect the normal component of the current!

j s5 j1qnsU̇. ~2!

Substituting expression~2! into Eq. ~1!, applying the operator¹3 to both sides of Eq.
~1!, and using Maxwell’s equations

¹3E52]B/]t, ~3!

¹3H5 j , ~4!

after simple manipulations we obtain the expression

]

]tS 2lL
2¹2B1B1

m

q
¹3U̇D5¹3~Ẇ3Bn!, ~5!

which in the harmonic approximation has the form

B2lL
2¹2B52

m

q
¹3U1¹3~W3Bn!. ~6!

Let us now write the local equation of motion of the vortex structure~neglecting the
inertial mass of the vortex!, which follows from the condition of balance of the force
Ff r5FL , whereFL5Js83Bn is the Lorentz force andFf r5h(Ẇ2U̇2h̃(Ẇ2U̇)3Bn is
the frictional force of the vortex structure against the crystal lattice of the supercondu
andJs8 is the current density in the local coordinate system tied to the vortex struc
Sincej s85 j s2qnsẆ, we obtain the equation of motion of the vortex structure

h~Ẇ2U̇!2h̃~Ẇ2U̇!3Bn5~ j s2qnsẆ!3Bn , ~7!

whereh andh̃ are the longitudinal and transverse coefficients of viscosity of the vo
structure, respectively. In addition,h̃5(q/h)h8, h8 is the transverse coefficient of vis
cosity ~introduced in Refs. 10–12! for a single vortex, andh is Planck’s constant.~A
discussion of the microscopic nature of this coefficient is contained in Ref. 13.!

For a complete description of the motion of the vortex structure under the actio
an ultrasonic wave it is necessary to take account of the fact that the density o
vortices ~the distribution ofBn in the superconductor! and their local velocity are no
independent quantities but rather they are related by the continuity equation.

The continuity equation for the vortex structure is
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]Bn /]t5¹3~Bn3Ẇ!. ~8!

The equations~6! and ~8! completely describe the motion of the vortex structure un
the action of a longitudinal ultrasonic wave.

To take account of the back effect of the motion of the vortex structure on the cr
lattice of the superconductor, it is necessary to write down the equation from the t
of elasticity that describes the propagation of an ultrasonic wave in the supercond
This equation is

rÜ5r•ctDU1r~cl
22ct

2!¹~¹•U!2qnsU̇3B2qnsE1Ff r . ~9!

Herer is the density of the superconductor, andcl andct are the velocity of longitudinal
and transverse ultrasonic waves in the absence of a vortex structure. The third and
terms in this equation describe the effect of the electric and magnetic fields on the
lattice of the superconductor, and the fifth term describes the effect of friction. If the
two additional terms are neglected, then Eq.~9! is identical to the equation from th
theory of elasticity that is used in, specifically, Refs. 14–16, and in the case whe
propagation of only a transverse wave is considered, Eq.~9! is identical to Eq.~2! of Ref.
17.

To solve the problem of the combined motion of the elastic continuum and
vortex lattice it is necessary to solve the system of equations~6!–~9!. These equations
form a nonlinear system, which we shall solve by the method of successive appro
tions. First, we find the superconducting current generated by the motion of the
lattice and the vortex structure. Let us setBn5B01DBn andẆ5Ẇ11Ẇ2 , whereB0 is
the uniform component of the magnetization of the superconductor that coincides
the external field andDBn are the magnetization oscillations due to the oscillations of
density of the vortex structure. Equations~6! and ~8! in linearized form are

B2lL
2¹B52

m

q
¹3U1¹3~W13B0!, ~10!

]DBn

]t
52¹3~B03W1!. ~11!

Solving Eq.~10! for B and using the Maxwell’s equation~4! we find the total current in
the superconductor as

j5
1

m0~11lL
2k2!

F2
m

e
~k–U̇!k1

m

e
k2U̇2~k•~W3B0!!k1k2~W3B0!G . ~12!

It is convenient to write the linearized equation of motion~8! of the vortex structure in
the form

h0~Ẇ12U!1aẆ3B05J3B01aU̇3B0 , ~13!

where a5qns2h̃ , and h0 is the zeroth order in the expansion of the coefficient
viscosity in terms of the oscillations of the density of the vortex structure (h5h01h ,B

•DBn , h ,B5(dh/dB)(B0)). Solving simultaneously Eqs.~12! and ~13! and the linear-
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ized equation from the theory of elasticity leads to damping, variation of the velocity
transformation of elastic waves into one another. These effects are discussed in
Refs. 14–19.

In the present work, we are interested in drag and acoustoelectric effects. Fo
reason, we shall now examine the terms in Eq.~8! that are of second-order in th
deformation vector of the ion lattice of the superconductor, and we shall neglect the
effect of the vortex lattice on the motion of the ion lattice of the superconducto
second-order perturbation theory, after averaging over time, the equation for the co
component of the velocity of the vortex structure has the form

h0^Ẇ2&1a^Ẇ2&3B05^J3DBn&2h,B^DBn~Ẇ12U̇!&

2a^Ẇ13DBn&1a^U̇13DBn&. ~14!

Here and below the brackets^ . . . & represent time-averaging. It is easy to see from
~14! that, besides the Lorentz force, the viscosity contributes to the drag of the v
structure.

The equations~11!, ~12!, and ~14! completely determinêẆ2&. Calculations show
that a longitudinal ultrasonic waveb! gives rise not only to longitudinal but also transver
motion of the vortex structure. The projections of the velocity vector of the vo
structure on they andx axes are

^Ẇ2&y5
1

2
vkS h,BB0

h0

21D 2
Y221

Y211

X2

11X2
U0

2 , ~15!

^Ẇ2&x5
1

2
vkS h,BB0

h0

21D 2
Y

Y211

X2

11X2
U0

2 , ~16!

where

X5
D

vh0~11Y2!
, D5

B0
2

m0~11lL
2k2!

, Y5
aB0

h0

.

It is evident from expressions~15! and ~16! that viscosity makes a large contribution
the drag of the vortex structure by the ultrasonic wave. Specifically, there will be no
in the region of the phase diagram of the superconductor where theFF regime operates
In this regime the coefficient of viscosity has the formh5BBc /r n , and this form of the
coefficient of viscosity makes expressions~15! and ~16! vanish.

In the experimental investigation of the effect described above, the main obser
quantity is the intensity of the electric field induced by the motion of the vortex struc
specifically, the constant component of this field.5–7 We shall now calculate this compo
nent. The electric field induced by the motion of the vortex structure is given by

E5B3Ẇ. ~17!

Since we are interested in the constant component of the electric field, let us substitu
expansionsB5B01DB andẆ5Ẇ11Ẇ2 into Eq. ~17! and average over the time. Th
result is
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^E&5^~B01DB!~Ẇ11Ẇ2!&5B03^Ẇ2&1^DB3Ẇ1&. ~18!

The term^B03Ẇ1&50, and the term̂DB03Ẇ2& was dropped, since it is a third-orde
infinitesimal in the amplitude of the ultrasonic wave.

Figures 1 and 2 display the numerical results. It is evident from Eq.~18! that,
besides drag, an optical rectification type effect contributes to the electric field inten4

In addition, the contributions of the first and second terms in Eq.~18! are comparable.
The projections of the electric field on thex andy axes are

^Ey&5
1

2
vkB0YF S h,BB0

h0

21D 2S 1

Y211
D 21G X2

11X2
U0

2 , ~19!

^Ex&5
1

2
vkB0F S h,BB0

h0

21D 2S Y221

Y211
D 11G X2

11X2
U0

2 . ~20!

It follows from expressions~19! and ~20! that an acoustoelectric effect should be o
served in the regionFF, even though there is no drag of the vortex structure in
region, and the projectionŝEx& and ^Ey& are proportional to each other:̂E&y

52Y^E&x . It would be interesting to check this scaling relation experimentally.

YBa2Cu3O7. The magnitude of the effect depends on the parametera. The sign of
the parameter is known, since it is proportional to the charge of the current carriers.
vary in modulus from zero~in very dirty superconductors! to the maximum valueqns ~in
very clean superconductors!.13 We do not know the coefficienta for YBa2Cu3O7, but
the charge carriers are holes and thereforea is positive; we shall seta equal to the

FIG. 1. TransverseEt ~curve1! and longitudinalEl ~curve2! electric fields induced in YBa2Cu3O7 in an 1 T
external magnetic field by a longitudinal acoustic wave with amplitude 1028 m and frequency 100 MHz versu
temperature.
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maximum value. Therefore we shall estimate the upper limit for the longitudinal ac
toelectric effect.c! All other material parameters are assumed to be the same as in R
As one can see from Fig. 1, the longitudinal acoustoelectric effect does indeed c
sign below the transition point~in the normal state the acousto-emf is positive, since
current carriers are holes; see, for example, Ref. 20!, and the temperature dependence
the intensity of the longitudinal electric field is very close to the experime
dependence.6,7 Moreover, the sign of the effect can be changed by increasing the m
netic field ~Fig. 2!. It would be interesting to check this fact experimentally.

In summary, it has been shown in this letter that the longitudinal and transv
acoustoelectric effects are of the same nature and should be observed in all t
superconductors above the irreversibility line. Earlier, these effects were considered
independent of one another.2–8 Both effects have extrema as functions of the tempera
and magnetic field. The proposed theory explains the maximum observed in Ref. 5 f
transverse acoustoelectric effect as a function of the magnetic field and predic
existence of another maximum at a lower temperature. The theory explains, without
artificial assumptions, the existence of the longitudinal acoustoelectric effect observ

FIG. 2. TransverseEt ~curve 1! and longitudinalEl ~curve 2! electric fields induced in YBa2Cu3O7 by a
longitudinal acoustic wave with amplitude 1028 m and frequency 100 MHz at a fixed temperature equa
0.952 in units ofT/Tc , whereTc is the superconducting transition temperature, versus the external mag
field.
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Refs. 6 and 7 in the superconducting state and the fact that the sign of this eff
different from its sign in the normal state.

I am grateful to the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research for supporting
work ~Grant 96-02-188505!.

a!e-mail: gutlian@iphys.rnd.runnet.ru
b!Calculations for the case of a transverse wave can be easily performed on the basis of the formalism p

in this letter. It is not presented here for lack of space.
c!The longitudinal acoustoelectric effect does not occur ifa50, while the transverse effect exists for all value
of a.
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